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ABSTRACT

Focusing on community education and development,

this literature review analyzes the problem of

determining community and individual needs, the

issue of relevance to the community; the mean-

ing of need (as opposed to interests or desire);

and the use of community studies, listening posts,

surveys, and power structure analysis as evalu-

ation tools. The issue of relevance in particu-

lar is examined with respect to teaching versus

action, disciplines versus the interdisciplinary

approach, static programs, and the setting of

program objectives. An 88 item annotated bib-

liography touches on adult basic education,
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Chapter I

RELEVANCE, NEEDS, AND ADULT EDUCATION

Adult educators have always stressed the meeting of

needs as a cardinal principle of adult education, yet today

demands for relevance are directed to adult educators as well

as to the rest of the educational establishment. Relevance is

the magic word of the moment, and what can be more relevant

than the development of an educational program for the specific

purpose of meeting someone's need? Identification of need

the key to relevance, whether on the campus or in the ghetto.

Relevance has been, in theory, the common thread of

adult education from the time of the Hebrew prophets to the

present; adult education has always sought to bring information

or skills or processes to bear upon the needs of its ever-

changing student body. More than forty years ago, Lindeman

said, "In adult education the curriculum is built around the

student's needs and interests."
1

Such an effort is the essence

of the relevance for which people have been calling in their

appeals to the educators.

The gap between theory and practice, between accom-

plishment and intention, has often been wide, and the achieve-

1Eduard C. Lindeman. The Meaning of Adult Education.

New York: New Republic, 1926. p. 8. Reprint with new preface

and notes, Montreal: Harvest House, Limited, 1961.
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mei-Its of adult education must not be confused with its theoreti-

cal framework. The theory of education to meet current needs is

sound; the implementation of the theory has left much to be

desired.

A major reason for the gap between achievement and in-

tention has been failure to identify accurately the needs, a

failure which stems in large measure from too little attention to

the actual methods of determining needs. Wayland and his asso-

ciates commented, "To build a program of adult education on the

needs of adults requires the information which indicates what

those needs are."2

Kempfer, after making a survey of more than five hundred

adult school directors, observed, "How to identify these needs

and interests is the perennial problem faced by all directors of

adult education."
3

Lack of funds is not a valid excuse. Even where funds

are available, there are deficiencies in the accurate determina-

tion of need and its subsequent satisfaction. Business and in-

dustry devote substantial resources to education designed to meet

2Sloan R. Wayland; Edmund deS. Brunner; Wilbur C.

Hallenbeck. Aids to Community Analysis for the School Adminis-

trator. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 1956.

p. 39.

3
Homer Kempfer. "Identifying Educational Needs and

Interests of Adults," Adult Education, vol. 2, no. 1, October,

1953. p. 32.
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manpower and production needs. Consequently, the study of indi-

vidual needs for job-training purposes has received much atten-

tion. Tasks are described and methods anlayzed in precise detail.

Yet, Vetter, in writing about high talent personnel, indicated a

need for improvement in analysis and program development when he

stated, "Although a great deal has been written about the impor-

tance of manpower planning, much less has been written of what

such planning involves or how to engage in it."4

Margaret Mead similarly indicated a shortcoming in man-

power planning when she observed, ". . . our predictions have

always been too slow and built for too few. . . . Before we get

it built, every airport we build is too slow for the planes that

are going to come into it. Every student union in the country is

too small for the enrollment, before the roof goes on. Our con-

tinuous inability to predict the rapidity of change. . . is one

of the things that i think we ought to ask some questions about. "5

Educational needs of the professiJns, despite the semi-

nall and conferences of the professional societies and the univer-

sities, also go unsatisfied. Earley, for example, expressed a

concern about the continuing education needs of psychiatrists.
6

,Eric W. Vetter. Manpower Planning for High Talent Per-

sonnel. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1967, P. 3.

5Margaret Mead. The Chan in Cultural Patterns of Work and

Leisure. Washington, D.C.: Manpower Administration, 1967. pp. 5-6.

6
William L. Earley."The Need for and Problems of Continuing

Education for Psychiatrists." AmericanJournschiatr Vol.

124, No. 9, March 1968.
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To learn to identify needs more accurately is to bring

relevance a step closer to reality in adult education.

A Changing Scene

It seems inconsistent that th: fast-growing body of

literature of adult education contains many references to the

meeting of needs, yet the clients or potential clients of adult

education indicate skepticism or are openly critical of adult

education's effectiveness. Actually, a shift from concern with

personal problems to concern for social ills has caused much of

the failure to be relevant.

Individual and Community

Historically, the focus of adult education was on the

individual and his needs. One emphasis was remedial, as in the

beginning of workers education in England. Cultural opportuni-

ties, such as those of Chautauqua, provided another emphasis.

The University Extension Society of the 1890's appealed to the

individual. The early efforts of Cooperative Extension were

directed to the individual farmer and the rural homemaker.

Americanization classes enabled the immigrant to gain United

States citizenship. Upgrading for job advancement was individ-

ual. Whether the goal of the adult education was remedial,

liberal, vocational, recreational, or political, the focus was

on the individual.

Consequently, the study of how to identify and deter-
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mine needs was essentially related to the individual. At least

two of the publications of the Center for the Study of Liberal

Education for Adults dealt specifically with needs, and both were

oriented to the individual. They were Psychological Needs of

Adults, a symposium by Gardner Murphy and Raymond G. Kuhlen,
7
and

Adult Education and Adult Needs, by Robert J. Havighurst and

Betty Orr.8

Yesterday's focus was on the individual; today, the

emphasis is on community needs. The failure to add the community

dimension is a cogent reason why adult education is challenged

about relevance despite its long-time attention to needs.

The community. The solution of problems by the piece-

meal method of individual achievement no longer suffices. The

disadvantaged in the inner city or in the depressed rural areas

seek a total solution just as do the suburbanites caught in the

web of the transportation snarl. Rich and poor, educated and

undereducated, are trapped in the pollution of the air they

breathe in the metropolitan areas and in some areas which are not

metropolitan. In a time of social crisis and community tension,

adult education has been found wanting. Its intimate and some-

Gardner Murphy and Raymond G. Kuhlen. Psychological

Needs of Adults. Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal

Education for Adults, 1955.

8Robert J. Havighurst and Betty Orr. Adult Education

and Adult Needs. Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal

Education for Adults, 1956.
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times paternalistic relationship to the individual and the indi-

vidual's needs have proven to be inadequate.

As Miller pointed out, in an analysis of participation

in adult education, ". . . personal needs do not operate in a

vacuum; they are shaped, conditioned, and channeled by the social

structures and forces of the human society in which each indi-

vidual is born. Each of us is driven by survival needs, but the

survival behavior of a primitive hunting tribesman is far differ-

ent from that of the organization man in western industrial

society.

The path is not one of abandoning the individual or of

substituting community needs for individual needs. Unfortunately,

the needs of the individual will remain and must be met. The

adult educator must impose the determination of community needs

and the development of educational programs in response to those

needs on what he is already doing. His task is expanding to in-

clude the collective accumulation of need which is implicit in

community. Just as the individual has needed help through educa-

tion, the community must have help to build the bridges between

its economic needs and the educational needs of the residents who

must solve the economic problems.

9Harry L. Miller. Participation of Adults in Education:

A Force-Field Analysis. Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal

Education for Adults, 1967. p. 3.
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The literature of adult education does not say as much

about ways of determining community needs as it says about the

determination of psychological or training needs of individual

adults.

With respect to the group, the adult educator must

break down the educational needs of the situation in the same

manner as the training specialist performs his job description

and job analysis.1°

In this review of literature which deals with assessment

of educational need, community is defined as the specific popu-

lation which an adult educator seeks to reach with respect to a

particular problem or set of problems. The community may be the

people in a single apartment house or on a city block. It may be

the people in a voting district. It may be the entire population

of a municipality or of a region. Amanna says, "The state uni-

versity identifies the people of the state and the state's terri-

torial borders as the community for its extension division while

the industrial firm isolates its own employees wherever they may

live as recipients of its educational services.
"11

The technical definition is not important; the impor-

tant notion is that of the total group of people whose lives are

10See in Occupational Psychology, vol. 41, no. 4,

October 1967: J. Annett and K. D. Duncan, "Task Analysis and
Training Design," pp.211-221, and D. J. Cunningham and K. D.
Duncan, "Describing Non-Repetitive Tasks for Training Purposes,"

pp. 203-210.

Information Sources and Program Planning in Adult
Education. Boulder: Colorado University. 1969. p. 11.
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affected by the problem. With respect to automation, for example,

the community consists of the people--in many factories, in many

neighborhoods, in many municipalities--who need to be retrained

to keep from becoming unemployed. The concept of community must

be broad enough to accommodate the service capacity of each and

every adult educator.

Words or Action

There are other reasons, of course, why large segments

of the community may feel that adult education has not measured

up to the challenges of the times. Concentration on the satis-

faction of individual needs through traditional -educational pro-

grams is not the only one. Another is the traditional and

excessive concern with "objectivity" at the expense of the social

action which may be necessary to solve a problem. John Diekhoff

stated well the case against social action when he said, "The

object of a school is to bring about certain changes in individ-

uals; it is not an object of a school, _qua school, to attract

industry to a community, to mow the lawn in a neglected cemetery,

or to secure the condemnation of a slum area. . .

"12 Yet it

may be necessary for someone to lead the way to the lawnmower,

and the adult educator may have to cut the first swath to give

relevance to his ten-session course on "Grass-cutting as an Art,"

or "The Care and Maintenance of Cemeteries"--whichever it was.

12John S. Diekhoff. The Domain of the Faculty.. New

York: Harper and Bros., 1956. p. 165,
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In such a situation, the adult educator faces a dilemma.

No matter how well motivated he may be by a do-good idealism, he

cannot solve other people's problems. Even if he wants the lawn

mowed or the slum condemned, his mission is not providing the

people with a solution. His mission is providing the information,

the understanding, the organizational framework which may make it

possible for those people to solve their own problem in a con-

certed social, political, economic, educational thrust. To en-

able them to achieve a solution, he may have to take part in

social action, but he must understand the difference between par-

ticipating as an action agent to help the learning process and

attempting to use his educational role to impose a predetermined

solution to a dynamic problem.

Discipline or Inter-discipline

Another cause for hang-up, in addition to the changing

scene in adult education which calls upon adult educators to turn

their attention to the community and to face the need for action,

may be the drive for professionalization of adult education.

There is a growing emphasis--in the best American collegiate

tradition--upon justification of a discipline of adult education.

In contrast, it may be that there is no discipline of adult edu-

cation but, rather, the need for a new kind of Rennaissance Man,

the interdisciplinary generalist of adult education.
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Such a notion results in part from finding the actual

avx

location of much of the literature x>f the determination of com-

munity needs which is needed for the purposes of adult education.

Whereas Hand
13 has written about community study as an adult

educator, Warren 14 has written about community study as a soci-

ologist and Hoiberg15 as a community developer, and Blackwell

spoke as a sociologist to the evening college deans.
16 While

some will argue that community development is a form of adult

education, there are many who will argue that it is social work,

or applied politics, or sociology. Regardless of any of the argu-

ments, the simple fact remains that the routine reader of liter-

ature purporting to be "of adult education" will not find many of

his most helpful references about determination of need on the

library shelves which house the materials catalogued for adult

education nor will he find a large percentage of the articles in

the journals of adult education. He is likely to find help in

the literature of social welfare, sociology, school administration,

13AC 004 300 E.

14 Roland L. Warren. Studying Your Community.. New York:

Russell Sage Foundation, 1955.

150tto G. Hoiberg. Exploring the Small Community.

Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1955.

16Gordon W. Blackwell. "The Needs of the Community as

a Determinant of Evening College," 1953 Proceeding.A. St. Louis:

Association of University Evening Colleges, 1953. Reprinted with

revisions in Purposes of the Evening College. Boston: Center

for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1967.



manpower training, and many other fields concerned with the com-

munity and with human growth and development.

Because the ultimate justification of a "discipline"

of adult education will not cause the social welfare specialists,

or the sociologists, or the school administrators, or the polit-

ical scientists, and others to cease studying the community, it

may well be that the new dimension of community concern as dis-

tinguished from concern with the individual in relative isolation

suggests for adult education the status of an inter-discipline.

At least, the literature of community need points to such a sug-

gestion.

Unchanginj Programs

Still another cause of failure to come to grips with

problems of the community is the static nature of many programs

of adult education, especially the institutional ones supported

in whole or in large part by fee income. For example, the adult

school offerings in a state or in a region show a striking simi-

larity and an equally striking persistence from year to year.

Yet the needs of communities vary, and the needs of communities

change. A decade ago, there was concern with automation and ob-

solescence. Today, communities face the challenges of violunce

and drug abuse.

Recently, the author picketi up a brochure, entitled

Community Adult Education, from a display table at a state meet-
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ing of directors of adult education. It is true that the program

was a community one in the geographic sense that it was provided

for the residents of a school district. There were courses such

as "All About Flowers," "Bachelor Cooking," "Easter Egg Decorating

(Ukrainian)," "Karate," and "Yoga." Unfortunately, there was

nothing dealing with child development, civic affairs, racial

tension, or the myriad of problems and adult concerns which seem

to exist within that community. Might it be that Johnstone and

Rivera found a one-in-five participation in adult education ac-

tivities because the existing programs have not probed to deter-

mine the educational needs of some of the remaining eighty per

cent?17 The tendency seems to be, on examination of the brochures

and announcements, to continue to offer what others find to be

successful. From this pattern rise the charges of irrelevance.

Obstacles to Change

The lack of money and manpower to seek out needs within

the community is frequently cited in defense of the static pro-

gram. Fee income is not adequate to support intensive research,

and subsidy is not forthcoming from either private or public

sources. Elaborate studies are expensive, and intensive inter-

viewing is beyond the physical capacity of the typical adult edu-

cation staff. However, a constant probing for additional infor-

mation and the utilization of existing sources of information are

11,0.1.111/.0011/MNI.11111110111111101

17John C. Johnstone and Ramon J. Rivera. Volunteers

for Learning. Chicago: Aldine Press, 1965.
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not beyond the resources and ingenuity of most directors of adult

education.

Although it is true that many adult educators must

support their programs by fee income, it is also true that they

might be able to increase their enrollments by learning more

about the real needs of the community.

Obvious needs. Another obstacle to beginning and main-

taining an intensive effort to determine community needs is the

fact that some unmet needs are obvious, such as the need in some

communities for adult basic education, and that the program does

change to meet them. Some unmet needs are obvious, but the

existence of apparent needs does not provide a justification for

failing to seek to discover other, and possibly more critical,

needs which are not readily apparent.

Take Them Where They Are

There is a cliche of adult educators which implies a

Utopian degree of relevance and which, accordingly, refutes the

necessity for an increased concern with determination of com-

munity needs. The cliche is, "We take them where they are."

Literally, the statement is true--as it is for all teachers in

all situations--but the inference is untrue unless the teacher or

discussion leader makes a conscious effort to determine "where"

each member of the group really is. Also, the statement implies

an inconsistency unless the leader makes an equally conscious
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effort to determine where each student wants to go from where he

is.

There is often an assumption of total ignorance on the

part of every student or group member--hence, the courses in

"Beginning Bridge" or "Beginning French" ---and there is usually

the assumption that every student seeks the course goals which

have been predetermined by the instructor. Maybe, for example,

the student would prefer as a tourist to speak fluent broken

Spanish than t, be speechless in perfect Castilian. Yet an in-

structor's concern for perfection in grammar and pronunciation

may prevent the development of any conversational ability.

Taking the participant to his goal is as integral a

part of meeting the need as is accurate identification of the

student's point of entry into the learning experience.

Need and Purpose

The breakdown in program development in adult educa-

tion occurs when the purpose of the program is not defined clear-

ly with respect to specific needs. In general, adult educators

have done better in meeting individual needs than in helping

groups of individuals to meet community needs. The two tasks are

different just as the determination of national manpower needs

are different from the determination of the individual training

needs of someone in the manpower pool.

The individual's needs may be satisfied by the attain-
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ment of general goals, such as a college degree to be earned as

an evening student. Or he may merely seek activity, as described

by Houle, and enrollment in any one of a number of courses will

meet his need.
18 The need, on the other hand, may be specific,

and only courses in data processing will lead to the goal. For

the individual, the needs frequently are clear and specific, and

the steps required to satisfy the needs become equally clear.

Further, with respect to individual needs, if prospec-

tive students decide that the available adult offerings don't

meet their needs, they will fail to register, and there will be

no communication between them and the adult educator about the

deficiency. However, if community needs remain unmet, the results

may be urban decay, violence, or other massive evidence of the

failure,, Thus the attainment of the purpose calls for an educa-

tional program with an action component which will produce results

rather than continued frustration.

It is not sufficient, th9refore, to deal with metropol-

itan traffic congestion merely by courses or seminars or one-day

conferences on the traffic problem or the lack of mass transpor-

tation. To meet the community--in this case a regional community

--need, a solution of some sort, partial though it may be, must

result from the educational program or that program is not rele-

vant to the need. It is this critical bond--between the identified

18Cyril 0. Houle. 21L1mgljsLsIgslA. Madison:

University of Wisconsin Press, 1961.
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need and an educational purpose resulting in remedial action--

which so often eludes the adult educator. To forge such a bond

requires a more critical community analysis than typically has

been characteristic of adult education.

Wayland and his colleagues identified the basic prob-

lem as follows:

Interprett-t on of the present rapidly changing world

gives clues to the general educational needs of adults

in terms of making up for lacks in educational back-

grounds, training for increased vocational competence

and readjustment, equipping people to function more

capably within the framework of the multiplicity of

human relationships characteristic of present society,

the development of understanding and competence in the

responsibilities of citizenship, and extending the

knowledges., appreciations, and skills required for

the enrichment of personality and satisfactions. Such

general objectives, however, become realistic only by

way of their interpretation through the facts about

the adult population in each community. Much of the

data required, as indicated in other connections

earlier, can be obtained from the United States Census

--nationality and racial backgrounds, age distribution

of adults, educational backgrounds, citizenship status,

and the occupational distribution of the labor force.
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Such data need to be supplemented by information about

the people themselves. What are their problems? How

do they see their needs and their interests? What are

the circumstances out of which their problems arise?

Problems which motivate adults to seek educational help

are very personal and must be met in their own terms.

19
Wayland. Op. cit. p. 39.

19



Chapter II

THE MEANING OF NEED

The adult educator who would come more closely to grips

with the determination of community needs often is, himself, in

need of clarification because when adult educators talk about

meeting needs, they mean many things. Within the limits and con-

text of the individual adult educator's own philosophy of educa-

tion, of the objectives and capabilities of his institution or

sponsor, of the interests and motivation of his clients, of the

availability of governmental or other outside support, each adult

educator will respond in his own way to each specific situation,

and standard definitions will not provide the necessary clarifi-

cation.

A definition will not produce uniformity of response,

by adult educators nor their agencies, nor will it resolve the

nagging doubts about the desirability or efficacy of a particular

program. Rather, the adult educator needs to arrive at his own

understanding of the difference between need and desire and of

the relationship between educational needs and the other needs

of people. He must answer for himself the question of who deter-

mines need, whether for the individual or for a community, and

he must evaluate the validity of "felt needs." Such a clarifi-

cation of his own thinking is essential before he begins the
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search for needs around which to develop educational programs for

the adults of his particular community.

Need or Desire

Basic to any response to need on the part of an adult

educator is a concept of the relationship between need and desire.

Whatever that concept may be, it becomes the basis for the educa-

tor's efforts to design educational programs to meet economic or

other needs; it becomes the basis for his notion about who really

determines need; and it becomes the basis for his attitude toward

felt and unfelt needs of his adult constituency.

James has pointed out the danger of confusing "need's

with "want." His research indicated "how easily an adult educa-

tional program can misinterpret 'needs' if it takes surface

phenomena of group behavior at face value--if, for instance, a.

program is designed merely on the basis of 'want' statements.
ul

James continued his exploration of "needs" in a later

article which set forth three meanings of the word, need. His

first definition was "the somewhat technical or academic usage

of the term when it stands for a non-observable or inferred bio-

psychological state rather similar to a Tdrive'."
2

His second

1Bernard W. James and Harold W. Montross. "Focusing

Group Goals," Adult Education, vol. VI, no. 2, winter 1956. p. 96.

2Bernard W. James. "Can 'Needs' Define Educational

Goals," Adult Education, vol. 7, no. 1, Autumn 1956. p. 19.
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meaning "is the ordinary, everyday meaning. . . when we say that

a certain club 'needs' a speaker."3 Value judgment enters his

third usage of the word. "For example," James says, "a guidance

expert may tell a student that he 'needs' more mathematics to

prepare for engineering. The student 'ought' to have such train-

. "4

To the person who defines need only in terms of basic

survival, there are few needs to be met. To the person who

believes that self-fulfillment may be as important as physical

survival, there are many needs to be met. If the adult educator

will accept Maslow's hierarchy of values as a scale of motivation

for the 3atisfaction of the individual, need and desire become

almost synonymous--in the sense of wish-fulfillment--as one moves

from level to level: from the satisfaction of physiological

needs to safety, love, esteem, and self-actualization.
5

Acceptance of the notion of self-fulfillment, of the

fundamental need of each individual to attain identity as a per-

son, frees the adult educator to become innovative in initiating

new programs whether in response to community requests or as a

result of his own search to discover needs. He is then able to

concede that a need is being met if the participation in the

p. 20.

4lbid., p. 20.

5A. H. Maslow. "A Theory of Human Motivation,"

Psychological Review, Vol. 50, No. 4, July, 194'3, pp. 372 et seq.
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adult educatior activity helps the individual achieve a goal.

Whether enrollment of an illiterate person in an Adult Basic

Education class is comparable to enrollment of the new owner of

a small boat in a course in Small Boat Handlin7, is a value judg-

ment by the adult educator which bears no relationship to either

student's feeling of self-fulfillment.

The adult educator's task, if there are both illiter-

ates and small boat owners in his community, may be to provide

appropriate educational opportunities for both.

Educational Needs

If the adult educator can avoid distraction over the

semantics of.need vs. desire, there are other areas of possible

confusion which may get in the way of his approach to needs.

One of those areas of confusion may be that of his role. Educa-

tion is his function, and he must concentrate on the educational

needs of his clients which stem from their personal, family,

economic, political, and social needs or deficiencies. The adult

educator is not a social worker nor a clinical psychologist nor

a banker. His task is to provide information and to create

learning situations which will make it possible for the contribu-

tions of other professionals to be more effective than they

otherwise would be.

The adult educator can help the unemployed person, but

the adult educator can not solve the man's economic problem. The
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unemployed person needs $5,000 a year income to support his

family in the inrer city. The adult educator can help the man

learn to read; he can help the man learn the skills of Stns

clerk; he can help the man learn how to fill out an application

blank and go through an employment interview; he can help in a

variety of ways. The educational program may make possible the

satisfaction of economic, psychological, and social needs, but

the adult educator makes his contribution through the provision

of education rather than by hiring the man.

Consequently, the determination of need by the adult

educator should lead ultimately to the identification of educa-

tional needs which exist within the total problem area.

Who Determines Need?

Much of the tension in the relationships between the

educational establishment and the community results from dis-

agreement over who determines need, and adult education is no

exception. Does the educator prescribe or does the client deter-

mine both the need and the solution? Often, there is the unfor-

tunate pattern of the educator determining the need and offering

the prescription (a course, perhaps), and the client seeing the

need differently and not responding to the proposed solution.

Kempfer's study, cited earlier, revealed that local

directors of adult education rated themselves first in terms of

competency to identify educational needs of adults. Subject
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matter advisory committees were second and temporary advisory com-

mittees for specific problems or courses were third.
6

Frequently, the adult educator's determination of need

is arbitrary. Indeed, it may be correct; there are large numbers

of people who need adult basic education and high school equiva-

lency. Yet the response may be far from overwhelming. Or there

is the example given by James, who said, "If . . . a person came

to the educator and told him he wanted special training in safe-

cracking, the educator would have to reject such a ',need' on

moral grounds."
7

In the last analysis, it is always the client who makes

the judgment about his own need and what will satisfy that need.

The voluntary nature of most participation in adult education

leaves the ultimate decision with the adult who either enrolls or

stays away. Miller, in commenting on the voluntary characteris-

tic of participation, said, "We must assume, therefore, that [the

adult's] willingness to undertake the activity demonstrates some

personal need."
8

The role of the educator in this relationship is not

greatly different from the role of the city official in his con-

tacts with the poor. Many a well-meant civic improvement program

6Kempfer, 22. cit., p. 34.

7James, "Can 'Needs' Define Educational Goals.
It p. 25.

8Miller, p. cit., p. 3.
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has been bitterly opposed by those whom it was intended to bene-

fit. The lesson the city fathers have learned is involvement and

participation in the planning. The same lesson, which is part

of the theory of adult education, seems not to have been learned

by all adult educators. Determination of need requires a meeting

of the minds between educator and prospective client.

Couns eling

Related to prescription even more specifically than

course programming is the role of the counselor of adults who may

be cast in an all-knowing role. Without arguing for or against

any particular technique or method of counseling, the opening

question is raised again: who determines the need of the adult,

the adult or the adult educator?

Felt Needs and their Satisfaction

The last of the areas in which clarification is neces-

sary is created by one of the cliches of adult education, the

statement that "we respond to the felt needs of people." The

meaning of the statement is that those who enroll in adult educa-

tion courses apparently feel that such enrollment is a desirable

investment of time and money. The adult educator may have arbi-

trarily picked his set of course offerings, advertised them in

the local newspaper or by direct mail, and waited for enrollees.

Yet, regardless of the subject matter, the fact of enrollment is

taken to indicate the existence of a felt need to which the adult
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educator obviously has responded by off uring the course. His an-

ticipation or divination of the need--be it beginning bridge or

slimnastics--has proved to be right. Possibly, the statement

shouldn't read, "we respond to the felt needs of people", but

rather, "people respond to our guesses."

In any event, the question is the validity of the felt

need. Feeling implies a desire to do something about the need.

Yet, the statistics of adult education indicate that the people

with the least amount of formal education participate the least;

those with the most years of formal education show the greatest

percentage of participation. Recruitment has often been a diff i-

cult task in developing programs for the educationally disadvan-

taged, and many grants have provided substantial sums for

recruiters. Obviously, the feeling of need does not exist for

some persons whose needs are evident. Organizers of ABE, civic

affairs education, and other need-oriented programs have faced a

lack of response.

Persistence Jn justifying program development on the

basis of "responding to felt needs" actually results in circum-

scribing the audience of adult education as both the U.S. Office

of Education
9 and Johnstone and Rivera

10
found. The programs

9Preliminary Summary, Current Population Survey October

1957. Washington: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Office of Education, December 11, 1957. Dittoed.

10
John W. C. Johnstone and Ramon J. Rivera. Volunteers

for Learning.. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1965.
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continue to serve millions of adults in largely job-related and

recreational areas, but more millions apparently never feel the

need for educational assistance.

Clarence Faust may have hit the nail on the head when

he said, at a meeting at New York University for adult educators

some years ago, that education should not respond to felt needs;

its function is to create needs.

Kramer, in The Diagnostic Process in Adult Education,

distinguished between "felt" needs and "real" needs as follows:

The real need is a desirable element or condition that

is lacking in, and would improve, a situation. Felt

needs are what people with problems recognize as the

elements necessary to improve their situations. It

should be emphasized that felt needs may also be real

needs, but that often they are not. Felt needs may be

derived from symptoms alone rather than from true

problems.11

Situation and Definition

Whether one accepts the prescriptive implications of

Kramer's "real" need definition, it indicates the importance of

the "real" situation in attempting to establish the meaning of

need.

11Carol Schlamp Kramer. The Diagnostic Process in

*Adult Education. Bloomington: Indiana University. 1960 p 11.
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Hand made the same point when he said, "Adult educators

are finding that the degree of participation in and support of

local adult education programs is proportionate to the extent to

which these programs are geared to the real life problems, inter-

ests, and needs of the communities they serve."12

Lindeman had already set the framework when he said,

tl
. . . the approach to adult education will be via the route of

situations, not subjects. .

u13 and "The situation-approach to

education means that the learning process is at the outset given

a setting of reality. "14

Havighurst and Orr's framework of the developmental

needs or tasks, which they described as the basiccofja.ivintasl,

may bridge the gap between individual needs and community needs.

The developmental tasks of being a parent, a spouse, a worker, a

citizen, or filling other social roles are set by the "expecta-

tions of values of our society" as well as by "our own personal

values or aspirations."15

The meaning of need may thus be defined in terms of the

two thrusts of the value-related pressures within the community

and the individual.

12 Hand, Op. Cit., p.

13Lindeman, 22. cit., p. 8.

14Lindeman, 211... cit., p. 9.

15Havighurst and Orr, mt. cit., pp. 6-7.
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METHODS OF DETERMINING NEED

The most popular or most commonly used method of deter-

mining need appears to be the survey or poll. Hand has advocated

community study. 1 Others have suggested the use of advisory com-

mittees, consultation with leaders or with the power structure,

or interviews within the target audience. Presumably the

problem-solving group is an effective method because it directly

relates the determination of the need to the ultimate solution

of the problem.

Knowles, in presenting suggestions for program plan-

ning, suggested such means for determining needs as interviews,

informal conversation, registration cards with space for entries

pertaining to backgrounds and interests, and suggestion or ques-

tion boxes where adults meet.
2

The communications aspect of need identification was

set forth by Findlay when he said,

Extension systems function to identify existing needs

of people--individuals, interest groups, communities,

1
Samuel E. Hand. Community Study as a Basis for

Pro ram Planning in Adult Education. Tallahassee: Florida State

University. 1960.

2
Malcolm S. Knowles. "Your Program Planning Tool-Kit,"

Adult_ Leadership, vol. 1, no. 1, May 1952, p. 15.
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sectors of the economy, etc.--and to meet these needs

by tapping existing sources of relevant information;

they are, in essence, communication systems which, for

their continuing viability, are dependent, first upon

the continuing existence of sources of high concentra-

tions of information relevant to areas of need within

the system and secondly upon the ability of its pro-

fessional personnel to identify important areas of

need, to effect linkage with appropriate sources of

information, and to guide the communication process

toward need satisfaction.
3

Hand identified three approaches to the study of the

community. The first is the social welfare approach which en-

compasses the analysis of agencies, institutions, and services.

The second is a study of the community as a social unit, the

ecological approach which includes the spatial and temporal

relations of people. His third basic approach is "to use the

study itself as an educational process leading to social action."

Community Study

Possibly the first proposal for community study in the

literature of adult education was the framework proposed by

4

3Weldon E. Findlay. On Identification of Critical

Behavior and Related Major Concepts Relevant to the Training of

Professional Leaders in Extension Education. Feb. 1969. Paper pre-

sented to the National Seminar on Adult Education Research. p. 1.

4Hand. Op. Cit., pp. 8-10.
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Gordon Blackwell at an annual meeting of the Association of

University Evening Colleges in 1953. Blackwell said, "If you

would know the needs and interests of your students, know the

community."5 He also observed later that there are community

needs apart from the needs of individuals and that there are

such things as community pressures.
6

In his address to the evening college administrators,

Blackwell identified seven interrelated dimensions of the com-

munity. He emphasized that they were not watertight compartments

and stressed the dynamic nature of the community. He urged that

the dimensions be considered only in a framework of social change.

His seven points were the following:

1. The population base. In his words, "If we are to

understand the community, we need to know something about the

human raw material that makes it up. Who are the people, what

about their age and sex composition ? "7 He pointed, also, to

racial characteristics, educational level, mobility within the

city, and migration.

2. The institutional structure of the community. This

he identified as "the complex web of organized social relation-

ships which people have created in order to help them better meet

5Blackwell, op. cit., p. 27.

60p. cit., p. 32.

lop. cit., p. 28.
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their needs."
8

He mentioned families, agencies, business and

industry, the pressure groups, the civic organizations, and other

special interest groups.

3. The value systems. He referred to the value sys-

tems of the people, the things that they hold dear, the things

that are high on their priority rating in that community. He

pointed to such qualities as neighborliness, hospitality, atti-

tude toward government and its function, and their rating of

security.

4. Social stratification. This he identified as the

way society layers the people according to range and prestige.

5. Informal social relationships. He expressed the

belief that the pattern of the network of interpersonal relation-

ships is extremely important. He differentiated this character-

istic from the organized institutional structure and made

particular reference to certain informal leaders who help mold

opinion. He suggested that the informal networks are what we

often refer to as the grapevine.

6. The power structure of the community. He spoke of

the "individuals behind the scenes who pull the strings that make

things happen or can block things from happening in our communi-

ties."
9

8Blackwell, E. cit., p. 29.

92E, cit., p. 31.
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7. The ecology of the community. He defined the

ecology as "the spacious distribution of people and these other

social aspects of the community, the way the community has been

divided up in terms of functions, particularly social and

economic functions."
10

Blackwell stated that he was offering the seven dimen-

sions of community "as perhaps theoretical conceptions and also

useful tools for understanding the community."
11

Hand proposed community study as a direct aid to pro-

gram development in adult education. In a pamphlet issued by the

Florida Department of Education, he gives detailed checklists

which will enable the'adult educator to make a thorough study of

the history,..the people, the economic structure, and the function-

al (institutional) operations of the community. In addition, he

suggests sources of information and implications for the adult

educator.
12

Other Disciplines

Community study, as indicated earlier, is a concern of

practitioners in many disciplines.

A very simple (and, therefore, useful for the over-

burdened administrator of adult education) checklist is the one

10Blackwell, 22. cit., p. 31

119. cit., p. 32

12
Hand. 2E. 'Cit.
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given by Hoiberg, a community developer of the University of

Nebraska Extension Division. His list consists of only twelve

items which include business, cultural opportunities, education,

physical appearance of the community, and recreation. He rates

the items on a four-step scale from excellent to very inadequate. 13

Probably the most extensive set of checklists for

analysis of a community is the compilation by Roland L. Warren

for laymen and professionals concerned with social welfare.

Warren deals with many aspects of the community including its

background, economic life, government and politics, institutions

and agencies, communication, intergroup relations, and community

organization.
14

In the field of educational administration, there has

been attention to the same problem of community analysis.

Wayland, Brunner and Hallenbeck advocated study of the community

for planning purposes in public school education. They said that

the educational administrator

. . whether operating as a director of community edu-

cation or as principal of a public school, must have an

adequate knowledge of

(a) The values, mores, traditions of the community and

important groups within it, and especially signifi-

13Hoiberg, RE. cit., pp. 16-17.

14Warren, op. cit.
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cant deviations from the norms of the Great Society.

These affect, and may condition or dictate, the

expectancies of the community regarding its school.

(b) The composition of the population of the community,

its economic base, the pattern of social organiza-

tion, the status and power structure. These affect,

and may condition or dictate, the amount of support

for the school and the type of program it develops.

(c) The means, on the basis of the analysis of a and b,

whereby full use can be made of all community re-

sources in operating the school system and of

operating effectively with all community agencies

and forces in programs of community betterment and

school improvement.
15

They offered three approaches as frameworks for organiz-

ing data: a study of the geographical distribution of people and

facilities, the social structure of the community, and its insti-

tutional structure. They observed, with respect to the options,

"In small communities, the distribution in space approach has

less utility, and in large communities, the analysis of social

structure is very difficult to make."
16

15Wayland, al. cit., p.

16
02.2.. cit., p. 16.
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A Tennessee administrative study "sought to make a

valid identification of community needs through interviewing the

people in a community who could provide information an (1) the

problems which existed in their area, (2) the nature and extent

of each problem, and (3) the priority for solving these problems.

Selective processes, such as stratified random sample by census

tracts or districts of the study area, were utilized in deter-

mining local citizens to be interviewed. In addition, interviews

were held with selected officials in each county, such as elected

chief officials of counties and municipalities, county judges,

school superintendents, [and various other elected officials as

well as with lay citizens]."
17

All of the above are representative of the analysts and

writers who believe that a determination of community needs re-

quires a detailed study of the community. They do not exclude

the use of surveys, interviews, and listening, but. they urge the

use of available material such as census reports and careful

attention to all aspects of the community's behavior and exis-

tence. One of the strengths of the complete study is the ready

availability of much of the information.

17The Identification of Communit Needs in Tennessee,

The Statewide Re ort on a Communit Service and Continuin Educa-

tion Program. Knoxville: Tennessee University, State Agency

for Title I. May, 1967.. pp. 6-7.
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Going to the Community

If a full-scale community study is utopian, or is im-

practicable because of the shortness of time, there are many

other ways of determining--possibly less effectively but probably

usefully--community aeeds. A limited effort to appraise needs

systematically is presumably better than an arbitrary or capri-

cious development of program.

Kempfer's respondents suggested several ways of dis-

covering needs including a group of "coordinators" in industry

and in the community who were on the lookout for opportunities

to develop educational activities. The directors in the study

also suggest.ed such means as maintaining wide community contacts,

use of census data, attention to other catalogues, hunches, and

checking surveys in other fields. Their conclusion was that the

best method is close contact with prospective clients, use of

all available data, and, indeed, a combination of all methods.
18

Many adult educators and many adult education agencies

have utilized methods which were effective in the past. Whether

any method short of the Blackwell type of analysis will suffice

in coping with the problems of megalopolis, the decaying city,

spreading suburbia, and the rural belts of poverty is open to

question. Adult educators must make a decision based upon their

beliefs and their resources.

18Kempfer, 22. cit., pp. 35-36.
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The Guelph adult participation study made an at

through its survey to do the following:

Determine the extent and nature or utilization and

participation in educational, recreational, orp,ani-

zational, religious, and other leisure time activi-

ties and agencies available to the population.

Determine the educational interests and methods pre-

ferred by adults to study various kinds of subjects.

Determine pertinent personal, economic and social

characteristics of the adults in Guelph .19

The Cooperative Extension Service has worked closely

with its clients in a personal, participating relationship. Its

early efforts were in the areas of production of food and fibre

and of home economics. As the Cooperative Extension Service

broadens its role and turns its attention to the inner city and

moves into the total area of human relations and community devel-

opment, the old method of face-to-face contact may have to be

supplemented.20

Cooperative Extension is merely an example of the prob-

lem which confronts most adult educators today whether they be

in university extension, in evening colleges, in public adult

19
Donald J. Blackburn. Guelph Adult Participation

Patterns; First Repert of the City of Guelph Participation Survey.

Ontario: Guelph University. 1968. p. 1-2

20§921221021RAMAA Spirit. Fort Collins: Colorado

State University, 1968. A Report of the Joint USDA-NASULGC Study

Committee on Cooperative Extension. 95 pp.
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schools, or in the voluntary agencies. It is not possible to

carry on adult education in a vacuum, and the simple remedial

needs of many years ago have been superseded by the awesome and

violence-laden social needs of the world of atomic energy and

space flights.

The Whittler. In a discussion of determination of

community needs a few years agn, a director of Cooperative

Extension told of a county agent who shall, henceforth, be known

as "The Whittler." According to the director, this particular

agent was the best diagnostician of community needs the director

had ever known. Th4 agent's technique was simple and direct.

He would go into a rural community and seat himself

outside the general store. He was a confirmed whittler, and he

would take out his pocketknife and a block of wood, and he would

sit there and whittle. As he whittled, he would listen. At the

end of a day, it is alleged, he would know all that was necessary

to know about the needs of that community.

Listening Posts

The Whittler's technique is not greatly different from

the use of listening posts in a community. Advisory committees,

too, are frequently used for the same purpose. Indeed, there is

something to be said for the efficiency of a method which brings

the public to the analyst instead of having the analyst trudge

through the community.
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Power Structure

The term "Power Structure" became a part of the com-

munity worker's vocabulary because of Floyd Hunter.
21

There are

many persons who believe that the power structure is the most

important dimension of the community. There may be justification

for such a belief because the people of the power structure may

authorize tuition reimbursement for their employees, they may

provide or obtain public or private financing of essential adult

education activities, and they may encourage participation by

other methods.

Hunter's power structure consists of the following

elements:

1. Business

2. Government

3. Civic associations

4. "Society" activities22

To the student of community in a time of racial unrest,

however, Hunter's most important contribution may be his finding

that the patterns of leadership and power in the minority com-

munity and the community-at-large are different. The power

structure in the Black or Puerto Rican is not a mirror-like

21Floyd Hunter. Community Power Structure. Chapel

Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953.

22Hunter, Ra. cit., p. 11.
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reflection of the white community's power structure. Those who

search for needs through the power structure must determine the

specific power structure of the specific clientele.

Structural change. The power structure concept, of

course, is valid only if there is such a structure. In today's

fluid society of dissent and protest, there may be situations in

which no power structure exists, a dynamic condition of fluctua-

ting change with the power shifting between the establishment

and the dissidents and moving, in a confusing way, from faction

to faction within each temporarily dominant group.

Consequently, the power structure concept, useful as

it is as a guideline, may have to be utilized with more caution

than was the case in 1953. Within the University, for example,

what are the relative power roles today of the Board of Control,

the administration, the faculty, and the students as contrasted

with the stabilized situation of two decades ago? Further, will

reaction to violence and disruption bring a public intervention

which will add a fifth force within the University power complex?

Thesame kind of questions must be asked with respect to all

political and social institutions.

Also, from the eddies of change, the individual may

emerge as a more powerful figure than he formerly was. If that

is so, the adult educator must be not only perceptive but also

flexible as he attempts to gain an understanding of the community's

needs.
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Despite the caution expressed here about the vagaries of

structural change, the Hunter approach to community analysis

through business, government, civic associations, and society

activities is valid and adaptable. An: alternate conclusion may be

that the power structure exists but the adult educator needs to

change his notions about what constitute the community's viable

civic associations and society activities.

Surveys

Checklists, such as those of Hand, Hoiberg, and Warren,

for study of the community have been mentioned. Beyond provision

of the lists, Warren devotes a chapter to "Organizing a Community

Survey" in which he outlines the essential steps in the develop-

ment of a survey. His suggestions apply whether the study is

brief or extensive, whether it covers the whole community or only

one aspect of it.

The steps or considerations which he discusses are the

determination of the size and scope of the survey, its sponsor-

ship, the cost, organization of the survey committee, the job of

the chairman, preparation, of the forms, conducting the field
24

work, writing the report, and publicity and follow-up.

One of the problems encountered in the normal use of the

survey is 2.clineated by Baumel in a Cooperative Extension bulletin

from Iowa State Unive,:sity which states:

In interpreting survey results, keep in mind that an

opinion expressed on a questionnaire is only an opinion

23
Hunter, op.. cit., p. 100 et seg.

24Warren, 22.. cit., pp. 312-319.
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expressed at one point in time. It is not necessarily

a commitment on the part of the respondent to act in a

certain way or to support a certain issue when and if

it comes to his attention again. Consequently, in in-

terpreting the significance of answers on a community

survey, it is usually wise to discount the extent of

favorability expressed on certain kinds of issues.

For example, a question on a survey may ask about

opinions and desirability of school reorganization.

Many may favor the general question. However, when

and if this becomes a community issue and consequently

more of the specifics concerning reorganization come

out--such as location, particular schools involved,

finances, building, etc.--many people who expressed a

favorable attitude toward reorganization in general

may be opposed to a particular reorganization plan.

Consequently, as a general rule, ask specific ques-

tions.
25

Surveys frequently are the questionnaire type, and

practitioners report disappointment with the results as Iowa

State warns. The validity of the survey findings is affected by

many factors, as Warren points out.

25Phillip C. Baumel and others. The Community Survey;

Its Use in Development and Action Programs. Ames: Iowa State

University of Science and Technology. 1967. p. 28.
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Some of Korb's recommendations with respect to deter-

mining supervisory training needs can be adapted to adult educa-

tion. He states that the nature and scope of a needs study

depend on such things as availability of staff, size and struc-

ture of the organization, and whether a continuing or pilot pro-

gram is contemplated. 26

Communication and Community

Various methods of determining need have been mentioned

or described, and reference has been made to the communications

function in need identification and satisfaction. At the same

meeting of the Association of University Evening Colleges where

Blackwell discussed community needs, Kallen spoke on the needs of

the individual. Ills analysis, made in 1953, remains as an up-to-

date guide for the adult educator forced with determining and

meeting community needs. He said:

What makes community is communication, and communica-

tion is between people--between speakers and listeners.

Speakers and listeners together form institutions,

which are associations of individuals who have devel-

oped a technique of mutuality in communication, trans-

forming commt_dcation into communion. This communion

26L. David Korb. "How to Determine Supervisory Training
Needs," Personnel, vol. 325. no. 4, January 1956, p. 337.
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turns them from an aggregate of separate persons into

a team, or a community.
27

He said, further, "that the individual
is and has to be

ultimately the ground of purpose in our educational programs.

We must lookAirectly to him, trying to understand what he needs

and wants from education, when we determine our role as educa-

tors.
u28

27Horace M. Kallen. "Needs of the Individual" in

Purposes of the Eveninz College: Reflections in 1953, James B.

Whipple (ed.). Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal Educa-

tion for Adults, 1967. p. 15.

28
Ibid.
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libraries in Canada should furnish reading material for these

adults, with suggestions from adult education leaders.

E. W. Alchin. A Reconnaissance Plan for Community Development.

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Instructional Development

Service. 17p. 1965.

This book outlines the need, a basic theory, and a plan for conduct-

ing a systematic search for information in the initial stages of a

community development program. The objective of the plan is to re-

duce guesswork and intuitive planning on the part of the profes-

sional field worker. The plan, when properly executed, provides in-

sights and reliable data necessary to planning and conduct of com-

munity development programs within the framework of environmental

and social and physical variables.
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Harry L. Ammerman. Development of Procedures for Deriving Training

Objectives for Junior Officer Jobs. George Washington University,

Washington, D. C. HumRRO. Available from the Clearinghouse for

Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia

22151. Price MF $0.65, HC $3,00. 88p. May 1966.

A systematic method was developed to be used by service school per-

sonnel in preparing job-oriented training objectives for junior

officers, primarily in the form of behavioral statements of per-

formance expected after training. The procedures developed were

(1) listing all tasks for a job, (2) selecting tasks for some formal

training, (3) identifying the training emphasis needed in the tasks,

and (4) specifying the knowledges and skills necessary for the se-

lected training. Data were obtained from experimental question-

naires, administered by personal interview and by mail, reviews of

pertinent directives and publications, and visits to field units.

Procedures were tried out on a sample officer job (Nike Hercules

Fire Control Platoon Leader) using a 452-item task inventory to

choose 101 job activities for some formal schooling. Of 160 train-

ing objectives stated for these activities, 46 were performance-

type for which detailed activity descriptions were required. Use

of these procedures to prepare junior officer training objectives

seems feasible and provides a method for deriving behavioral state-

ments of relevant and essential objectives.

J. Annett and K. D. Duncan. Task Analysis` and Training DeAien.

Hull University (England). Dept.'of Psycnoloky. EDRS Order Number

ED 019 566, price MF $0.25, HC $1.30. 24p. 1967.

Perhaps the major problem in task' analysis for industrial training

is to determine what to describe and on what level of detail. Many

different levels of description may be needed to estimate the cost

of inadequate performance to a system and the probability of ade-

quate performance without training -- the problem of identifying

difficult components of a job. In the absence of direct empirical

measures of these factors, working estimates can be made by appeal-

ing to existing :methods and concepts. Since some division of tasks

into performance units will be needed for various purposes, train-

ing taxonomies are required. Although taxonomies should include a

hierarchy of exhaustive, mutually exclusive categories, each with

a specific training requirement, the relative position of such cate-

gories can be expected to vary. In respect to actual evaluation of

training techniques, evidence on specific training conditions and

their applicability is still far from complete. Moreover, task

analysis must take into account the environment as well as the con-
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tent of training. This document also appeared in Occupational Psychology,

Vol. 41, No. 4, October 1967.

Donald Philip Arendt. Educational Interests of Disadvantaged and

Non-Disadvantaged Iowa Household Heads. Iowa State University,

Ames, Iowa. EDRS Order Number ED 031 623, price MP $0.50, HC $5.75.

M-.S.Thesis. 113p. 1968.

A study was made of 538 disadvantaged and 247 non-disadvantaged house-

hold heads in Iowa -- their occupation, training desired, material

possessions, membership and participation. The sample included 643

males and 142 females and was distributed in zones from open country

to large urban areas. According to the prescribed criteria 14% of

the households in Iowa were disadvantaged. The largest portion of

the disadvantaged (31%) were located in the large urban areas in cities

over 50,000. 59% of the participants were interested in more training;

this desire increased with education but decreased with age. There

was little difference in training desired by zones of residence; a

division into occupational groups showed, however, that the profes-

sional group had the most interest and farmers the least. Training

in the areas of metal work, teaching, mechanics, electronics, and

drafting were most often mentioned by the total group. Females de-

sired training in licensed practical nursing, social work, office ma-

chines, computer programming, and accounting. The disadvantaged had

fewer automobiles, newspapers, and magazines, and were less likely to

be :nembers of organizations or to be active participants in them.

"Assessing the Tyaining Needs within a Firm", Industrial Training

International, Vol. 2, No. 9, pp. 346-353, September 1967. 8p.

Great Britian Industrial Training Board.

A case study by a Senior Training Officer of the British Engineering

Industrial Training Board shows why a firm must examine in detail a

number of factors to determine where to apply its training effort.

Excessive labor costs may be attributed to inadequate or inappropriate

initial training, high labor turnover due to low wages, establishment

of unrealistic Experience Worker Standards, poor condition of plant

and machinery, poor functioning of production control, or immobility

of labor force due to seniority claims. High amounts of scrap and

rework Troy be due to factors other than labor skill, such as lack

of uniformity in interpreting quality standards or faulty tooling.

Recruitment and selection of employees may be poor. Adequate exam-

ination of such factors can uncover the real needs of the firm and

can lead employees tc examine. critically their on functions and ef-

ficiency. It may well be that in order to make operator training

effective, other applications of effort will have to take priority.
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C. Phillip Baumel and others. The Community Survey. Iowa State

University of Science and Technology, Ames. EDRS Order Number ED

030 032, price MF $0.50; not available in hard copy due to marginal

legibility of original document. 67p. November 1964.

A general guide to organizing and conducting reliable and useful

community surveys is reported. Organization for the survey involves

identifying and contacting relevant community groups, and meeting with

organizational representatives. Constructing a questionnaire involves

careful wording and ordering of questions, and determining if questions

should be structured or unstructured. Methods of sampling, distribut-

ing and collecting questionnaires, and interpreting and using survey

results are also discussed.

Donald J. Blackburn. Guel h Adult Partici ation Patterns: First

Report of the City of Guelph Participation Survey. Guelph University

(Ontario), Department of University Extension. EDRS Order Number

ED 023 985, price MP $0.25, HC $1.95. 37p. August 1968.

In this survey of adults randomly chosen from the October 1967 voters'

list for the City of Guelph, Ontario, information was gathered on

individual and socioeconomic characteristics (including age, sex,

marital and family status, income, education, occupation, and ethnic

background); attitudes toward Guelph as a place to live and /ard

existing University of Guelph extension services; leisure at ities

(sports, entertainment, organizational membership, church attendance,

reading, and others); and educational preferences, attitudes, and

participation patterns. Adult education participation was greater

in unsponsored than in sponsored activities; 41% had engaged in some

form of adult education during the previous year; 33% expressed no

particular sponsor or site preferences; 47% favored financial support

of programs by participants only; vocational subjects (29%) and aca-

demic subjects or general subjects (26%) were favored. Preferred

methods (mainly discussion groups, television, and short courses or

lectures) varied widely among three hypothetical subject areas--re-

ligions of the world, current events, and new information in one's

line of work. In regard to university extension, 44% were satisfied

with existing service and 39% were uncertain.

Gordon W . B

of Evening
University

lackwell. "The Needs of the

College," 1953 Proceedings.

Evening Colleges, 1953, pp.

Comunity as a Determinant
St. Louis: Association of

27-34.
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Minnie Miller Brown and others. A Study of North Carolina Negro Home-

makers. Extension Evaluation Study No. 4. North Carolina State Agricul-

tural Extension Service, North Carolina State University, Room 105, Ricks

Hall, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607. EDRS Order. Number ED 031 573, price

MF $0.50, HC $6.45. September 1964. 127p.

This state wide study of the home demonstration program in nine repre-

sentative counties was designed to determine home economics extension pro-

gram needs, to discover the degree of participation, and to locate people

who might profit from the program. Personal interviews were conducted

with 498 home demonstration club members of (1) residence, (2) home owner-

ship, (3) age, (4) family composition, (5) education, (6) family income,

(7) employment status, (8) home facilities,
conveniences, and newspaper

subscriptions, (9) clothing, (10) family financial management, (11) home

furnishings, (12) planned housing changes, (13) production, conservation,

and use of foods at home, (14) organization membership and leadership, and

(15) family life concerns. The findings suggest the need for further train-

ing of personnel and changes in program emphasis and approaches. It is

anticipated that future agricultural, youth and 4-H community development,

and home economics programs will be affected.

James A. Caviness. Experimental Modification of Class "C" Welding.

School Curricula: Task Inventor and Trainin: Materials. Naval Per-

sonnel Research Activity, San Diego, California, Navy Trainag Research

Lab. Available from Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151. Order Number AD-675-030, price

MF $0.65, HC $3.00. 121p. July 1968.

In this first phase of a larger research project, two major areas were

investigated: the nature of the present curricula at two welding schools

and of the job requirements expected of newly graduated Corpsmen at their

first duty station. Individual corps sell-1)u' curricula were analyzed topic

by topic and the major discrepancies summarized. A retention instrument

was used to test comprehension; a survey was made to determine where stu-

dent and graduate corpsmen gained retention item information. The reten-

tion and survey instruments were administered to students of both schools

in their final week of training and to junior corpsmen in 13 select duty

stations. This group also filled out one form of the questionnaire. Other

forms of the questionnaire and the task scale were administered to physicians,

nurses and senior corpsmen at the 13 select duty stations. These instruments

and the evaluation were tailor-made to give the appropriate curriculum and

to continue the research phases.

Joseph W. Collins and Richard Weisberg. Trainin Needs in Correctional

Institutions. Manpower Research Bulletin 8. United States Office of

Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Research, Washington, D.C. Available

from Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 14th Street and

Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20210. EDRS Order Number ED

025 601, price MF $0.25, HC $1.20. 22p. April 1966.



This report presents an analysis of the special training needs of inmates

in correctional institutions in recognition of the contribution that occu-

pational training can make in restoring the exrprisoner as a productive

member of our society and reducing the great recidivism. The bulletin

presents a profile of characteristics of prison inmates and analyzes some

of the handicaps they face in the job market. Although more that 100,000

persons leave Federal and state prisons each year, few of them receive the

kind of training in prison which would enable them to compete successfully

for jobs. At least one-third of all releases from Federal and State cor-

rectional institutions return as prisoners. Specific topics covered in

this report include: the kinds of jobs held before imprisonment, the

training and education available in correctional institutions and the

employment experience of releases.

Desmond M. Connor and Dennis W. Magill. The Role of Education in Rural

Development. Canadian Minister of Forestry and Rural Developnent, Ottawa

(Ontario) . Department of Forestry and Rural Development, Ottawa, Canada.

148p. December 1965.

As one of several research studies which have investigated rural socio-

economic conditions in conjunction with Canadian attempts to aid devel-

opment, this study examined the role and potential of education in the

rural development process. Surveys were conducted of the educational
and aspirations of both children and adults. Conclusions and re-

ndations of the study were directed at offering skill training for

alts and reducing the high dropout rate of youth in this rural area.

James H. Copp) Editor. 211ESlTagiagEEL1LmIlEfat21111r14
Trends. Available from the Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa 50010.

Population shifts and growth, coupled with an increasingly industrialized

society, have produced dramatic changes in rural societies throughout

the world. A comprehensive overview of the changes taking place in rural

American and other rural societies is presented in this book with macro-

scopic and microscopic examinations of trends in society, agricultural

developments, family structure, and rural communities providing a wide

perspectivc. of modern rural society.

L. L. Cummings and A. M. El Salmi. "Empirical Research on the Bases

and Correlates of Managerial Motivation: A Review of the Literature."

In Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 70 No. 2, p127-44. August 1968.

The research literature (1959-1968) relating to the correlates and bases

of managerial motivation is reviewed. Two theoretical perspectives are

used as a framework for the review; a need-hierarchy motivational scheme
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and the motivation-hygiene dichotomy. Evaluations of these frameworks

are made in the light of the supportive and unsupportive literature to

date. Theoretical and methodological obstacles are suggested as liuit-

ing one's understanding of managerial motivation. Suggestions are made

for improving the empirical base and theoretical richness of one's un-

derstanding of managerial motivation through (a) the development of

systematic theoretical statements about managerial attitudes and

motivation, (b) the use of more rigourous study ,designs and improved

measuring devices, and (c) the incorporation of an increased variety of

possible moderator variables.

D. J. Cunningham and K. D. Duncan. "Describing Non-Repetitive Tasks

for Training Purposes." In (2supationallholo, Vol. 41, No. 4,

pp. 203-210, October 1967.

As discussed in this research review, the application of task and

analysis to a variety of real, nonroutine industrial tasks involves

difficulties relating to cue identification, use of the elements (in-

formation, decision, action, feedback) of formal task description, the

complementary nature of task analysis and task description, and the

problem of subjectivity in making observations. In particular, the

isolation, description, and reproduction of various types of cues

(including response feedback) may often be the major technological

obstacle to devising training, and such aspects as the measurement

of task difficulty and trained performance may require an appeal to

arbitrary or subjective criteria. Despite the widespread use of charts

and tables and of certain terminology, the technique of describing in-

structional objectives probably has not been sufficiently well tested

on real tasks.

Janina Mary Czajkowski. Differences in Perceptions of Needs for Nu-

trition Education as Seen b H omemakers from Different A e Grou s and

by Lay and Professional Leaders. Boston University, Massachusetts,

School of Education. Available from University Microfilms, 300 N.

Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, Order Number 64-4045, price

in microfilm $2.90, in xerography $10.15. Ed.D.Thesis. 222p. 1963.

A study was done in Connecticut on differences in perceptions of need

for nutrition instruction as seen by homemakers from different age

groups, and possible gaps between the honemakers' perceptions ani those

of their lay and professional Extension leaders. Data were obtained

by an original, pretested rating scale. A positive correlation was

found between homemakers' perceived educational needs and the develop-

mental tasks of their age category. Some concerns of homemakers indica-

ted tnadequate mastery of developmental tasks duriAg the preceding

period. Lay leaders tended to judge the relative importance of home-

makers' problems in terms of homemakers in their own age category. Pro-

fessionals tended to judge problems by their inherent scientific impor-

tance; homemakers tended to judge in terms of their own situation. The

professionals tended to see problems as more numerous and persistent
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than did the homemakers. Such problems as time and money were seen as

persistent concerns by all three groups.

Benjamin George Davis. A Study of Continuing Legal Education of Allegheny

County Bar Association Members. Syracuse University, New York. Available

from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106.

Order Number 69-7732, price in microfilm $3.00, in xerography $6.20.

Ed.D.Thesis. 128p. 1968.

Legal education needs and preferences of lawyers in the Allegheny County,

Pennsylvania, Bar Association were surveyed, with attention to such

factors as motivation and lawyer characteristics. A pretested 40-item

questionnaire was sent to all 2,218 members. Findings included the

following: (1) felt needs pertained to trial work, real property law,

probate and trust law, corporation law, law office management, Federal

taxation, negligence, estate planning, patent, trade mark, and copy-right

and antitrust law; (2) trial work, negligence, patent, trade mark, and

copyright, corporation law, law office management, and labor law were

generally preferred by younger lawyers, while probate and trust, anti-

trust, and real property law were preferred by older lawyers; (3) over

half the lawyers attend a legal continuing education program each year, with

subjects within the scope of their practice and learning about changes in

the law as the chief motives; (4) younger lawyers were more subject matter

oriented and preferred lecture programs, and older lawyers were more in-

terested in changes in the law and preferred seminar or panel presenta-

tions; and (5) lawyers tended to prefer programs late in the week.

Larry D. Dodge. A Survey of Vocational-Technical Education Needs in

Goshen County. Eastern Wyoming College, Torrington, EDRS Order Number

ED 016 470, price MF $0.50, HC $3.95. 77p. August 1967.

This study was funded by the Wyoming State Department of Education to

determine the vocational educational needs of Goshen County and to re-

commend appropriate action on the findings. Separate questionnaires were

sent to high school students, employers in business and industry, and

selected county adults. The new media gave the project wide publicity.

Of 421 responding students, 170 showed interest in a terminal vocational

program. As only the secretarial course at Eastern Wyoming College was

presently adequate; results indicated need for programs for auto mechanics,

medical and laboratory technicians, and nurses aides. Representatives

of 114 businesses, with a total of 380 employees, gave the occupational

category of their current employees, their preferences in educational

background, and their prediction of hiring needs through 1970. Of the

700 questionnaires mailed to adults, only 256 were returned (93 rural and

163 urban), the author concluded that the college was meeting most of the

course needs shown by this survey and, rather than add new programs, it

should better publicize what it now has to offer. He recommended that

the three questionnaires used in this project be improved and that the

college recruit more actively in neighboring countias if it is to have

enough students to support additional courses.
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John S. Diekhoff. The Domain of the Faculty. New York: Harper

and Bros. , 1956.

Peter F. DruckeY and others. Oakland Papers: Symposium on Social

Change and Educational Continuity. Notes and Essays on Education for

Adults, 51. Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults,

Brookltne, Massachusetts. EDES Order Number ED 030'044, price MF

$0.50,HC $4.10. 80p. 1966.

The symposium was a result of an experimental alumni education pro-

gram at Oakland University which was sponsored by the Kellogg Founda-

tion and brought about by Oakland's intent to establish a, new univer-

sity relationship with its graduates based on continuing education.

In "The University in an Educated Society" Peter Drucker speaks of

learning patterns demanded by a highly technical society. Max Lerner

illuminates the global crises man faces as a builder of society and

the learning competencies his tasks will require in his essay "The

University in an Age of Revolutions." In "The University and the Age

of Anxiety" Rollo May provides an exploration of man's drive for an

expanding consciousness, and the needs this process generates which

current educational practices do not meet. "The University and Insti-

tutional Change" by Margaret Mead addresses a crucial institutional

problem: how can educational institutions suitable to our age be

fashioned when invariably we must begin in the middle of old commit-

ments and dispositions?

Economic DevelopnentProaLittIsTlf1 Volume 1. The Economic

Development of a St. Louis Poverty Area. Management and Economics

Research, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. Available from Clearinghouse for

Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia

22151. Order Number PB-183-817, price MF $0.65, HC $3.00. 170p.

July 1968.

Part of a larger study to fornulate an economic development program for

St. Louis, this document discusses the growth potential or expected

decline of industry in the inner city; factors influencing the reten-

tion and the location of industries in greater St. Louis; and ways of

stimulating new businesses, especially Negro owned businesses in the

Target Area (TA) . Also considered are deficiencies in education and

training, commutation, and related difficulties of unemployed and

underemployed TA residents; the role of the Federal Government, in-

dustry, public schools, and private trade schools in occupat.anal

training; and patterns of commercial, industrial, and other land use,

with projections of future demand in each category. Finally, a div-

ision of responsibility among TA neighborhood and community groups is

suggested, together with the use of such planning techniques as

economic accounting, statistical decision theory, and the system ap-

proach to poverty programs.
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Economic Development Programs, St. Louis. Volume 2. An Ecovomic
Profile of a S t. Louis Poverty Area. Management and Economics Re-
search, Inc., Palo Alto, California. Available from Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia
22151, Order Number PB-183-818, price MF $0.65, HC $3.00.

Volume 2 of a larger study to formulate an economic development pro-
gram for St. Louis, this is a comprehensive economic profile of an
inner city poverty zone designated as the Target Area (TA) . Data
are presented on age, sex,-race, income, education, and other socio-
economic characteristics of the TA population, together with informa-
tion on the business climate, prospects for industrial development,
the labor force and employment (including the comnuting problem), pat-
terns of unemployment, public and private occupational training pro-
gram and facilities, industrial, commercial, and other land use
patterns, and industrial facilities. Also included are 67 tables,
nine maps and charts, data sources and methodology, St. Louis urban
renewal projects, a summary of vocational and technical program&
taught in public secondary schools and junior colleges in greater S t.
Louis, and the economic goals and mission of participating agencies
in the comprehensive manpower program.

Educational Implications of Technological Change. Technology and the
Anerican Economy, Appendix Volume IV. National Commission on Technology,
Automation and Economic Progress, Washington, D.C. EDPS Order Number
ED 022 908, price MF $0.75, HC $7.55. Also available fronSuperintendent
of Documents, U.S .Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402
for $1.00'; 149p. Vebruary 1966.

Three studies dealing with the educational implications of technological
change are presented. "The Application of Computer Technology to the
improvement of Instruction and Learning" by Don D. Bushnell, Richard
DeMille, and Judith Purl is based on 35 research and development pro-
grams involving computer technology. Their general thesis is that
current educational use of computers is for administrative and
logistical control purposes but the future potential of such applica-
tions will be in instructional activities. "The Emerging Technology of
Education" by Janes D. Finn reviews related literature, indentifies
trends, and discusses implications of technology for education.
Gabriel D, Olfiesh makes "A Proposal for a National Research and
Development Program in Educational Technology for American Education."
A series of eight papers by the staff of the College of Education,
University of Iowa, presents an analysis of numerous implications
which technological change has for education.

L. William Earley. "The Need for and problems of Continuing Education
for Psychiatrists." In Anerican Journal of Psychiatry; Vol. 124, No.
9, March 1968.

The rapid appearance of new treatment techniques, public demand for
psychiatric expertise in increasingly broader areas of social and com-
munity concern, and the current infornation explosion in all fields have
contributed to recent interest in programs of continuing education for
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psychiatrists. Major guidelines have not yet been established,
however, and this author examines such questions as who shall have

major responsibility for postresidency programs, what shall be included
and how shall practicing psychiatrists be motivated to take part.

An Exploratory Survey of Women University Graduates; Their Views on,

and Plans for. Continuing Education and Employnent. Summay.
Canadian Federation of University Women, Toronto; Canada Department
of Labour, Ottowa, Womens Bureau. Text in Itench and English.
10p. 1967.

Questionanires returned from about 5,000 members of the Canadian

Federation of University women and from about 1,700 nonnenbers pro-

vided information on their reasons for not working, attitudes toward

continuing education and obstacles to further education. New approaches

should be used to recruit those not working into employment or further

study.

E. Weldon Findlay. Ah Identification of:Critical Behavior and Related

Major Concepts Relevant to the Training of Professicnal Leaders in

Extension Education. Paper presented at the National Seminar on
Adult Education Research, Toronto, February 9-11, 1969. EDRS Order

Number ED 025 720, price MF $0.25, HC $1.15. 31p. February 1969.

A study was made of 200 Cooperative Extension Service workers in New

York State to identify appropriate curriculum content for training

professional leaders in extension education. The critical incident

method was used to discover behavior patterns characteristic of pro-

fessional extension agents and of key importance in their work. Res-

pondents were asked to recall instances of effective and ineffective

behavior on their part, to emphasize behavior critical to achieving
an effective outcome, and to indicate why they considered a given

incident effective or ineffective. Finally, a structure of relevant

concepts was identified and linked to behavioral categories. Key be-

havior was grouped within seven major categories; preconditinned or
set behavior; programming; mobilizing resources and facilitating

action; coordinating action to administer agency programs and ac-

tivities. Concepts were identified and interpreted under the headings

of the system and its growth and development, planning change and devel-

opment, managing change and development, and influencing the evaluation

and adoption of innovations.

The Florida Study of Vocational-Technical Education. .Florida State

Department of Education, Tallahassee. EDRS Order Number ED 019 395,

price MF $0.75, HC $7.10. 140p. 1965.
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Analyses of factors that affect vocational, technical, and general
adult education in Florida are presented through (1) analysis of
available pertinent data concerning population growth and distribu-
tion, (2) factual presentation of the existing programs of vocational
and technical education, (3) accumulation and classification of data
showing needs for suitably trained personnel for various types of
employment, (4) projection of programs at various educational levels
for specific training related directly to job needs, (5) inventory
and evaluation of existing vocational and technical shops and labor-
atories at high school centers and junior colleges, (6) analysis and
projection of financial requirements to support an improved and more
comprehensive program of vocational and technical education, (7) descrip-
tion and analysis of existing patterns of educational organization at
state, area, and local levels, and (8) development and application
of criteria for locating various programs and facilities for voca-
tionc.i-technical education in Florida. Recommendations for each level
and each area of vocational-technical education include -- (1) funds
should be provided for the compilation of a comprehensive classified
inventory of employment needs on a yearly basis, (2) periodic studies
of vocational agriculture should be made in order that appropriate
curriculums may be developed, and (3) an analysis should be made to
determine which home economics programs for gainful employment are in
greatest demand.

John D. Folley, Jr. "Determining Training Needs of Department Store
Sales Personnel." In Training and Development Journal; Vol. 23, No. 7,
pp. 24-26, July 1969.

A study analyzed shopper's evaluation of sales personnel in three Pitts-
burgh department stores over several years. The evaluation checklists
and narrative statements resulted in 2000 critical incidents grouped
into 25 effective and 11 ineffective behaviors. Separate data were
analyzed for a sale period. Research results form a factual basis for
establishing training objectives and course content, and procuring
additional training time for sales personnel.

William Forster., 'New Towns and Adult Education." In Studies in
Adult Education; Vol. 1 No. 2, pp. 117-139, October 1969.

Problems and opportunities confronting adult educators in British "new
towns" (planned communities) are consideted. Difficulties are seen in
asserting the claims of adult education during the initial stages of
designating and planning a new town. However, important advantages are
noted in the greater flexibility among "new town" dwellers, their need
for help in making adjustments, increased leisure time for many because
of changed commuting and housekeeping patterns, the chance to contribute
creatively to building a community, interested cooperation by develop-
ment corporations and other influential groups and (in most cases)
suitable physical accommodations. Fuller cooperation is urged among
adult education agencies, and between them and the development corpora-
tions. The article includes eight references, photos, and a statistical
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appendix on 27 planned communities.

Kellis Arthur Hamilton. Educational Needs and Desires of Savings
and Loan Employees as Perceived by Interested Personnel of Savings and

Loan Associations. Colorado State College, Greeley. Available from
University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 43106.
Order Number 65-14,813, price in microfilm $3.00, in xerography $8.50.
Ed.D.Thesis. 182p. 1965.

The purpose vms to differentiate possible courses of action based on

the perceptions of knowledgeable and/or interested savings and loan

personnel that might add to the continued improvement of the training

of savings and loan employees. A mailed questionnaire was used for
collecting the data after being subjected to a pilot study. It contained

three parts: "Areas of Study "; "Aspects"; and "Topics for Study", and

the respondents were requested to select and rate items related to the
five "Areas of Study" they chose as most important of the ten areas listed.

A total of 100 reactions were requested from each respondent. Usable

returns were received from respondents representing 173 of the 271

savings and loan associations in the United States that comprised the

random sample. Several tests, chi square, rank correlations, and a co-

efficient of concordance were used on the data to indicate the representa-
tivesness of the sample, the reliability of the questionnaires, and the

agreement among responses. Findings included the following: (1) there

was similarity of perceptions among personnel of savings and loan

associations and from different geographical regions; (2) the impor-

tance of needed and/or desired "Areas of Study" were perceived not to

be the same between respondents from associations of different asset
sizes.

Marion Gregory, Editor. Religion and Social Change. North Carolina

State University, Raleigh. Agricultural Policy Institute. EDRS Order

NuMber ED 034 113, price MF $1.00, HC $10.50. 208p. March 1969.

This volume contains the proceedings of a conference of social scientists

and ministers on "Religion and Social Change" held at the North Carolina

State University (Raleigh). Five seminars were held on the topics of
(1) economic progress; (2) the distribution of income, status, and power;

(3) the local community decision-making process; (4) maximizing the economy

for development; and (5) organizing the church for social change. Among

the more specific items discussed were: the meaning and measurement of

economic progress; agricultural policy; economic change in the South;

the distribution of the poor; the causes and politics of poverty;

the power structure in North Carolina; the church and alternative stra-

tegies for change; the church and regional planning; labor unions and

full employment; work and leisure; and manpower training programs. There

was extensive discussion of ways to organize the church for social change
including changing social functions of the church; new types of parish

church renewal; ways of allocating church resources to deal with social

problems; and the social impact of liturgy. Appendixes include reading

lists on the subject discussed.
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Samuel E. Hand. Community Study as a Basis for Progi:pm Planning in

Adult Education. Florida State University, Tallahassee. Available

from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan,

4810. Order Number 56-3703, price in microfilm $1.70. Doctoral

Thesis. 128p. 1956.

Thirty-four published guides to community study were analyzed to formu-

late an approach to community study. The principles of operation to

guide adult educators in their relationships with the community were

delineated: local programs of adult education should arise from local

needs, and be fitted into the social structure of the community; democra-

tic principles must govern the methodology used, enabling participation

and educational agents to cooperate in the planning; and such adult

programs must be devoted to the enhancement of enlightened citizen

participation. The evolution of the concept of community and its

current meanings and concepts, the relationship of the individual

and community, and purposes and benefits of community study for the

adult educator are also reviewed.

Samuel E. Hand. ALmEmitSt2Kyg1,0utlineofaCom.veforProram Planning
in Adult Education. Florida State Department of Education, Tallahassee.

EDRS Order Number ED 029 221, price MF $0.25, HC $2.35. Bulletin 71F-2

45p. April 1968.

The outline to conducting a community survey delineates the kinds of

information and data about a community of significance to the adult

educator--the history and community setting, the people, economic

structure, and functional operations. Each topic is subdivided into

what t%; study, sources of information, and implications for adult

educators. Reason for the necessity of such studies are discussed

and include: the degree of participation in, and support of local

programs is proportionate to their relevance to real life; adult educa-

tion should be primary medium for a citizens' intellectual growth and

participation in organized community social problems and ability in

dealing with them.

James M. Hardy. gjpiact:Agtlanninfor112
Family Program. National Board of Young Men's Christian Association,

New York, New York. Available from National Board of Young Men's

Christian Association, Association Press, 291 Broadway, New York, New

York 10007, price $1.25. 33p. 1968.

A document intended to provide program planning guidelines for Young

Men's Christian Associations (YMCAs) desirous of working with families,

recommends adherence to eight principles and following of five steps.

The principles involve planning before action, fact finding and analysis,

clear delineation of operational objectives, planning at all organizational

levels, making of choices, involvement of those who must carry out plans,

consideration of the skills and limitations of those who must carry out

plans, and generation of receptivity of potential participants. The

five steps are: (1) information (collection and analysis of the family

life cycle); (3) strategy (selection of strategic goals); (4) tactics

(development of operating plans); (5) evaluation (review and analysis
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of experience). Effective planning is a continuous process and tilt;
five steps must be taken as part of a cycle. An appendix with family
planning forms and procedures is included.

Robert J. Havighurst and Betty Orr. Adult Education and Adult Needs.

Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1956.

Kenneth Haygood, Editor. A Live Option: The Future of the Evening

College. Notes and Essays on Education for Adults, 46. Center for the

Study of Liberal Education for Adults, Boston, Mass. Available from
Syracuse University Press, Box 8, University Station, Syracuse, New
York 13210, pricd $2.00. 101p. 1965.

Five adult educators express their ideas on current problems facing
evening colleges. Richard A. Matre states that the evening college
as a separated and semi-isolated unit of the university is outmoded; the
whole university must recognize its obligation to the part time
student. Ernest E. McMahon's argument is for a composite university
which accepts a responsibility for noncredit education centered in a
separate division. George H. Daigneault argues that the evening college
of the future must place its emphasis on creative programs which
break with academic tradition and which are largely nondegree. He

maintains that the evening college should concern itself with developing

innovative and experimental means for effectively handling those educa-

tional problems (especially for adult continuing education) which demand

new solutions. H. Lichtenstein advocates steering a middle road between
administrative integration and creative programming for adults. Milton

R. Stern's concern is with encouraging the evening college to release

energies to provide for emerging educational needs.

Otto G. Hoiberg. Exploring the Small Community.t, Lincoln: University

of Nebraska Press, 1955.

Cyril O. Houle. The Inquiring Mind. Madison: University of Wisconsin

Press, 1961.

Robert C. Hughes. LeasIershikil2!i2mitDeveloment.Comn Colorado

State University, Fort Collins. EDRS Order Number ED 023 947, price
MF $0.50, HC $4.15, M.Ed.Thesis. 81p. Jtme 1968.
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A study was made to determine client system leadership expectations in

individual and group problem :dtuations. A questionnaire was developed,

and validated by a panel, which asked respondents to rank three solution

approach alternatives for individual and group problems--individual, group,

or key person nature. It was mailed to 190 community leaders in north-

eastern Colorado who had been selected to attend meetings on social

action. The Friedman two-way analysis of variance was used to determine

if there were significant differences among solution approaches for both

individual and group problem situations. Respondents selected the group

problem solving approach for individual problems and the key person

approach for group problems; both were significant at the .001 level of

confidence. Data were also analyzed for age, sex, level of education,

occupation, and acquaintance with the Extension staff to determine if

these variables were correlated with respondents' expectations. When

individual problems were considered, personal factor variables cor-

related with the group approach; for group problem situations, the key

person approach was ranked first. It was concluded that client system

leadership does not hold the "service" expectation stereotype of Exten-

sion workers; rather community leaders challenge the Extension worker to

use more group and key person orientation.

Floyd Hunter. Community Power Structure. Chapel Hill: University of

North Carolina Press, 1953.

The Identification of Community Needs in Tennessee; The Statewide

Report on a Community Service and Continuing Education Program.

Knoxville: Tennessee University, State Agency for Title I, May, 1967.

The Illinois Valley Community College Occupational Survey A Cooperative

Arrangement Program Under Title III of the EIgher Education Act of 1965.

Northern Illinois University, De Kalb. EDRS Order Number ED 020 715,

price MF $0.75, HC $6.75. 133p. 1967.

The College of. Business at Northern Illinois University and the Illinois

Valley Community College collected this information for the geographic

area served by IVCC, to determine the relation between occupational cate-

gories and recommended training. Questionnaire returns represent over

30 percent of employcrs in the area. Interviews cover professionals and the

executives of most firms with over 100 employees, and special consultant

reports cover certain critical occupations. The 11 occupational groups

ranked by number of workers, are operatives, craftsmen and foreman,

farmers, clerical workers, professionals, technicians, service workers,

managers, salesmen, laborers and domestics. The industrial groups,

similarly ranked, are (1) manufacturing, (2) retail trade, (3) services,

(4) transportation and public utilities, (5) construction, (6) wholesale

trade, (7) finance, insurance, and real estate, (8) ftining, and (9)

agriculture. Certain kinds of training can be applied to several indus-

tries, while other kinds (e.g. farm training) have only specialized use.

Employers in each industrial group listed the preferred training for

office work, food service, health service, metal working and the electri-

cal/electronics industry. Manpower needs, training conditions, and

trends are summarized.
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The Implications of Social and Economic Changes for Educational Policy in

the. Next Two Decades -- A Pilot Study. National Planning-Association,

Washington, D. C. EDRS Order Number ED 027 611, price MF $0.50, HC $4.00.

78p. October 1968.

This report summarizes the National Planning Association's pilot study

of the implications of economic and social change for educational policy

in the next two decades. Research is concentrated on changing manpower

needs and on the challenges they are likely to present for designing the

educational systems of the 1970's and 1980's. Anticipated changes in

career opportunities provide a frame of reference for considering the con-

sequences of rapid technological change, growth in leisure, and the per-

sistence of poverty and discrimination for the options likely to become

available in education during the coming decades. Chapter I sets the

scope of the report into the analytical context used, while chapters II,

III and IV discuss the challenge to education of changing socioeconomic

conditions. The educational system's response to socioeconomic change is

analyzed in Chapter V and is illustrated in chapter VI, which discusses

institutional resistances to change in the arcs of educational technology.

The Implications of Social and Economic Changes for Educational Policy in

the Next Two Decades -- A pilot Study. Working Papers. National Planning

Association, Washington, D.C. EDRS Order Number ED 027 612, price MF

$2.50, HC $31.20. 622p. October 1968.

Six working papers written as part of the National Planning Association's

pilot study of the implications of economic and social change for education-

al policy in the 1970's and 1980's make up this volume. Attention is di-

rected toward current and future social and economic challenges to education

and the potential responses of the educational system to these challenges.

The titles of the working papers are (1) "Education in Low-Income Areas

During the Next Two Decades," (2) "The Systems Approach to Educational

Systems Planning," (3) "Changes in Educational Technology and Their Implica-

tions for Education in the Next Two Decades," (4) "Economic Changes, Man-

power Requirements, and Their Implications for Educational Policy in the Next

Two Decades," (5) "Educational Change for Manpower Development," and (6) "The

Social Bases for the Education of the Negro American Urban Poor During the

Next Two Decades."

Information Sources and Program Planning in Adult Education. Colorado

University, Boulder Extension Divison. EDRS Order Number ED 028 358,

Price MF $0.25, HC $1.50. 28p. 1969.

A literature search was made to assess information sources used by

adult educators in deciding on educational content and format, and

achieving overall balance within agency programs. Attention was given

to the involvement of individuals and groups in decision makwIng as well

as to certain conceptual factors in the decision making process. General-

izations included the following: (1) most information of possible use in

program planning arises from the social and cultural setting in which the

program will exist; (2) administrators have a central role in collecting,

analyzing, and organizing information from the social sciences; (3)
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the structuring of knowledge for adult teaching requires a logical system
somewhere between the broad concerns of adults and the rigorous limits
imposed by subject matter; (4) experimental findings suggest, but do not
dictate, possible educational decisions; (5; ranging from broad to specific,
the levels of decision making involve determining the community to be
served, identifying clientele, setting objectives, selecting subject matter
and methods, and developing a sequence of learning activities.

Norman Wentworth Jackson. Differing Understandings of Adult Needs: A

Survey of Authors Concerned with Adult Education. Indiana University,

Bloomington, M.S.Thesis. 73p. 1963.

A synthesis of adult needs embodies the three elements of social values,
institutional purposes, and participant needs. An attempt should be made
to establish a diagnostic instrument based on the idea that need emerges
from value and t6 synthesize the various adult education philosophies

by analyzing the concept of need.

Bernard W. James. "Can 'Needs' Define Educational Goals," Adult Educa-

tions Vol. 7, No. 1, Autumn 1956. pp. 19-26.

and Harold W. Montross. "Focusing Group Goals," Adult
Education, Vol. 6, No. 2, Winter 1956. pp. 95-101.

Eckhart A. Jacobsen and Merlyn Swanson. A Survey of the Technical Needs

Of Iudustr and Mm lications for Curriculum Develo ment in Hi her Educa-

tion. Northern Illinois University, De Kalb. EDRS Order Number ED 010

257, price MF $0.36, HC $12.50. 244p. 1966.

The major purpose of this study was to survey and identify technological

manpower needs of industry and to relate these needs to curriculum devel-

opment in higher education. A questionnaire survey method was employed

for the investigation. Approximately 11,000 companies were selected for

saturation mailings. The study results were based upon questionnaire
returns of about 10 percent of the sample companies. These returns met

specified criteria for analysis. Three kinds of information were requested:
(1) general information about the company, (2) technological characteristics

of the company including inservice of in-plant training of technicians,

and (3) information about the technological needs of the company. The

report includes general and specific findings related to a total of 50

technicians positions. The frequency and distribution of inservice or
in-plant training programs is given by geographic zones. Curricular

conclusions were presented for: (1) chemical technology, (2) metals
technology, (3) electronic technology, (4) mechanical technology, and

(5) miscellaneous technology.

V'aiiiiiltikalitittLa.m VairVia
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Job Training: Research Report No. 4. American Society for Personnel

Administration; Manpower Research Council, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. EDRS

Order Number ED 025 635, price MF $0.25, HC $0.60. 10p. [1967].

This document contains a summary of a survey of 930 companies employing

4,375,665 persons throughout the United States. The survey specifically

deals with the companies' experiences with in-plant and outside agency

job training programs. Some of the findings were: (1) Respondents feel

that there are numerous institutions at work in the community to provide

skill training, but 60 percent feel that this training falls short of

their company needs, (2) Participants expressed great willingness to serve

on advisory boards, (3) About 50 percent felt their universities lack

adequate vocational training facilities and recommended public high school

and in-plant training as the solution, (4) Over 85 percent are in favor of

development of public vocationally oriented technical colleges on a 2-year

basis, (5) 17 percent have established training programs with a view

to attracting minority workers and 50 percent felt their programs were

successful, (6) Manpower Development Training Administration has not helped

find qualified employees for 80 percent of the respondents, and (7) Only

19 percent, have employed persons trained in Job Corps centers, and of

that group, 60 percent regard the experience as satisfactory.

John C. Johnstone and Ramon J. Rivera: Volunteers for Learning.

Chicago: Aldine Press, 1965.

Horace M. Kallen. "Needs of the Individual", in Purposes of the

Evening College: Reflections in 1953, James B. Whipple, Editor.

Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults. 1967.

Homer Kempfer. "Identifying Educational Needs and Interests of

Adults," Adult Education, Vol. 2, No. 1, October 1953. pp. 32-36.

George Gy. Killinger and others. Job Obsolescence in the Law Enforcement

and Correction Field. Institute of Contemporary Corrections and the

Behavioral Sciences, Huntsville, Texas. EDRS Order Number MP 000 554,

Price $0.75, HC $9.40. 186p. 1 March 1968.

The purpose of this study was to identify forces impinging upon correc-

tional and law enforcement occupations and to translate them in terms of

present and future manpower needs. The study used a three-pronged ap-

proach in the collection, analysis, and presentations of data, including

(1) the baseline characteristics of persons currently employed in cor-

rectional and law enforcement occupations, (2) a suggested 10-year fore-

cast related to the changing emphasis from custody to rehabilitation,

and (3) use of these sources to develop model programs of higher educa-

tion with a problem-oriented approach. Education as a function in
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changing manpower needs is emphasized therefore, educational programs

are reviewed for content, organization, and objectives. From these data

profiles of the correctional worker and law enforcement officer of today

are drawn, and projections are made concerning respective profiles for

the 1970's.

Malcolm S. Knowles. "Your Program Planning Tool-Kit," Adult Leadership,

Vol. 1, No. 1, May 1952. pp. 13-19.

Alan B. Knox. "Continuing Legal Education Survey of Nebraska Bar Members,"

Nebraska State Bar Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4 pp. 121-136. October 1964.

In 1964 a questionnaire survey was conducted on the interests and charac-

teristics of Nebraska lawyers in relation to continuing legal education.

Questions dealt with such topics as type of practice, preferred scheduling,

preferred subject matter and methodology, extent of self-directed study,

participation in formal continuing legal education, length of time as a

member of the bar, organizational membership, educational background, age

and income. In addition, 52 randomly selected lawyers were interviewed.

Characteristics of questionnaire respondents were compared with those of

members of the American Bar Association, members of the Nebraska State

Bar Association, and the Nebraska lawyers most interested in continuing

legal education. One principal finding was that, in general, the charac-

teristics of respondents were sufficiently similar to those of the State

Bar Association as a whole. Because of these similarities, it seems war-

ranted to generalize the most marked findings to the total membership.

Alan B. Knox. Older People as Consumers of Education. EDRS Order Number

ED 025 716, price MF $0.25, HC $1.20. 22p. [19661.

Socio-psychological variables that influence the extent to which older

people (age: 50+) will be consumers of education are examined to arrive

at criteria for programs appropriate to the developmental needs of this

group. Research indicates that two primary influences are changes in

learning abilities and interests. Secondary influences include social

factors (e.g. societal expectations about the role of older people,

availability of educational opportunity) and personal factors (e.g.

levels of physical and mental health, income, mobility, and preparatory

education). The challenge to practitioners working with older persons is

to diagnose the patterns that inhibit educational consumption and modify

those so as to enable older persons more effectively to use education to

achieve their own objectives.

L. David Korb. "How' to Determine Supervisory Training Needs", Personnel,

Vol. 32, No. 4, January 1956, pp. 335-352.

1\
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Mary Koval and Anita S. Vogel. Youth in New York City--Out-of-School and

Out-of-Work; A Study of Employment and Education of Teenagers and Young

Adults. Repert. New York City Youth Board, New York. EDRS Order Number

ED 020 956, price MF $0.25, HC $2.30. 44p. December 1963. Also available

from the New York City Youth Board, 79 Madison Avenue, New York, New York

10016, price $1.00.

Presented against the background of the characteristics of the New York City

labor market are facts about the'number of youths in the 16- to 24-year old

age group who are unemployed and not in school and about the school attain-

ment of New York City youth. A comparison of the school attainment and

employment status of white and nonwhite youth is also provided, and projections

are made about employment in the future. It was found that at least 72,200

out-of-school youths have job problems. Teenagers and school dropouts are

most heavily hit by unemployment, especially Negroes and Puerto Ricans. Al-

most half the city's youth enters the job market without a high school

diploma. Nonwhites show a poorer record than whites in educational attain-

ment, employment rates and job levels. A rising youth population and a

decreasing labor market for the unskilled and undereducated points to

future aggravation of this problem.

Carol Schlamp Kramer. The Diagnostic Process in Adult Education. Indiana

University, Bloomington. M.A.Thesis. 65p. 1960.

A review of the literature on the diagnostic process in adult education,

as it is related to determining educational needs of an individual or

group. Based on a review of the literature, a study was made of the

diagnostic process in adult education. It was concluded that the diag-

nostic process has its primary use at the beginning of program planning,

that no trends could be derived concerning the uses of the process, and

the survey method received most attention.

William-J. Lewis. A. Study ofAdult Education'Needs as Perceived by

Lincoln County PartTimeTarmers. Oklahoma; State University, Stillwater.

M.S.Thesis. 61p. 1968.

The study tried todetermine the agricultural educational needs of part time

farmers in Lincoln County. Questionnaires were distributed among 135

part time farmers; the study was based on the first 100 questionnaires

completed and returned. Findings were: the part time farmers had suf-

ficient investment in land, machinery, and livestock for them to be a

stable segment of the population in Lincoln County for many years. Over

50% of the farmers had not attended adult classes and 3/4 were interested

in attending. About 32% worked at agricultural related jobs off the farm

and about half needed competencies in agricultural mechanics. A compre-

hensive agricultural education program should include subjects of use to

those in off-farm jobs. Human relations was reported to be important for

the performance of many off-farm jobs.
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Robert A. Luke and Virginia B. Warren, Editors. It Can Be Done:

Practical Suggestions for Building an Adult Education Program that has

Impact. National Association for Public School Adult Education, Washington,

D.C. EDRS Order Number ED 024 914, price MF $0.50. HC available from

National Association for Public School Adult Education, NEA, 1201 16th

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, price $1.00. 60p. 1964.

This manual consists of suggestions for setting up new public school

adult education programs and extending and enriching existing ones to

attack such community concerns as unemployment and the effects of auto-

mation. Tax support and local control are considered essential in

initiating a program. Suggested steps in planning are hiring the director,

setting up advisory committees, planning the program content based on com-

munity needs, locating and preparing teachers, organizing the schedule,

publicizing the program, and evaluating the program. Numerous case

studies include reprints of letters written by adult educators while or-

ganizing, administering, extending, and publicizing programs in specific

communities. Directories list state directors of adult education, state

and regional associations of public school adult educators and their

presidents, graduate programs in adult education, and NAPSAE project com-

munities. The manual conludes With a digest of Federal legislation on

adult education and a list of NAPSAE program aids such as handbooks,

periodicals, films, and filmographs.

Eduard C. Lindeman. The Meaning of Adult Education. New York: New

Republic, 1926.

Frank Lynn. An Investi ation of the Trainin and Skill Re uirements of

Industrial Mach finer Maintenance Workers. Volume II. Final Re ort.

Midwest Institute for Educational Research and Training. EDRS Order Number

ED 017 794, price MF $0.50,1C $4.60. 90p. July 1967.

The appendixes for "an investigation of the training and skill require-

ments of industrial machinery maintenance workers, final report, volume

I" (VT 004 006) include (1) two letters from plant engineers stressing

the importance of training machinery maintenance workers, (2) a descrip-

tion of the maintenance training survey, a sample questionnaire, and

lists of knowledges supervisors in industry felt mechanical repairman

should have, (3) a list of occupations in which the basic maintenance

subjects are applicable, (4) an inventory of systems and components of

industrial machinery, (5) sample work schedules for apprenticeship train-

ing, (6) diagrams showing the allocation of subject time in various main-

tenance training programs, (7) information concerning a proposed clearing-

house for industrial training materials, and (8) a core curriculum for a

basic maintenance training program.

Managerial and Supervisory Educational Needs in Business and Industry

in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania State University, University ark, Contin-

uing Education M-63-M-81. EDRS Order Number ED 025 701, price MF $2.75,

NC $35.30. 704p. 1968.
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This document presents self-perceived needs of managers and first line

supervisors in the following Pennsylvania industries: chemical, rubber,

and plastic products; banking; apparel, textile, and leather; construction;

department stores; electrical machinery; fabricated metal products; insur-

ance; machinery (except electrical); transportation equipment; gas and

electrical utilities; petroleum refining; primary metals; professional,

scientific, and controlling instruments; railroads; stone, clay, and

glass products; telephone and telegraph; and transportation. Recommen-

dations based on the information obtained through questionnaires are

offered to the university,Insiness and industry, individual managers

and supervisors, and professional associations.

J. Martin and R. M. Hopkins. "The Eight-Year Career Development Plan,"

Training_Development Journal, Vol. 23, No. 11, pp. 10-15. November 1969.

A technical employee outlines his career objectives and works toward

them through a flexible schedule of courses, conferences, papers and

other developmental activities.

James Fay Martin. A Conceptual Scheme for Pre-Program Diagnostics in

Adult Education. Indiana University, Bloomington. Available from

University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann ARbor, Michigan 48106.

Order Number 64-5132, price in microfilm $3.05, xerography $10.60.

D.Ed.Thesis. 233p. 1963.

Lucy Ann Marx. The Use of Whiteheadian Princiles in Universit Adult

Education. Chicago University. Available from Department of Photo-

duplication, University of Chicago Library, Swift Hall, Chicago, Illinois

60637.. Ph.D.Thesis. 248p. 1965.

This study examines the philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead to determine

his thenry of value and apply it to the principles, objectives, and posi-

tions of university adult education. Whitehead's value criteria are

applied to the two major statements on policy of university adult education

which the writer feels are inadequate: the National University Education

Association position paper and the Scope Report of the Cooperative

Extension Service. Besides finding these written positions deficient, the

author views the current approaches to program development in university

adult education -- the community approach and the individual goal ap-

proach -- not only incomplete, but insufficient in setting forth aims

of adult education, since neither has a specific and unambiguous stance

toward goals and objectives. It is felt that one of the most important

contributions Whitehead can make to the field of university adult educa-

tion is to offer a philosophical framework that encompasses both positions.

Whitehead's educational aims are built around his concern for the individual,

yet parallel to this individualistic emphasis is his recognition of manes

essential involvement in his universe or community. Both views are ex-

pressed in his doctrine of the nature of man as an individual in the midst

of the unity of the universe.
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A. H. Maslow. "A Theory of Human Motivation," Psychological Review,
Vol. 50, No. 4, July 1943, pp. 370-396.

Harold Raymond Matteson. Determining the Competencies Needed for
Employment in Non-Farm Agricultural Occupations with Implications to
Curriculum Development. Wisconsin University, Madison. Available from
University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
Order Number 66-4570, price in microfilm $3.45, xerography $11.95.

Ph.D.Thesis. 265p. 1966.

The major purpose of this study was to determine the competencies needed

for employment in non-farm agriculture occupations with implications for

curriculum development. The population comprised the employers of 410
non-farm agricultural businesses in eight counties representative of

non-farm metropolitan Wisconsin. Vocational agricultural instructors
in each selected county provided the researcher with the names of all

agricultural business employers in their county. A questionnaire was
prepared and sent to each of the identified employers. The data were

analyzed under five major variables: academic subjects, public relations

skills and /or knowledges, farming experience, and vocational agricul-
ture training. The subjects which the employers agreed were most
valuable for both employment levels were mathematics, English, and

economics. Those subjects which employers considered to be of little

value were foreign language, history, and geography. A consensus did

not exist among the employers as to the value of science and mathematics

as requirements for initial employment and promotion. The appendix

includes the questionnaire and tables showing the tabulated results of

the investigations.

Shirley D. McCune and Edgar W. Mills. Continuing Education for Ministers:

A Pilot Evaluation of Three Programs. EDRS Order Number ED 024 870, price

MF $0.50, HC $4.55, 89p. 1967. Also available for $2.00 from the National
Council of Churches, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20036.

Three continuing education programs for Protestant clergymen were studied

to .assess program impact; gain further understanding of the occupational
roles and educational needs of ministers, and develop hypotheses and

improved evaluation techniques. Goals and effects of the programs over-

lapped, with participants reporting much satisfaction. General role and

behavior changes were toward a greater orientation to people and a

liberalization of ideas and feelings. Educational needs pertained mainly

to perspective on one'rrministry, stronger occupational identity, and the

study of rapid social change; regional, age, and program format variations

were more significant than denominational differences. It was recommended

that such programs should incorporate evaluation research, sponsor re-
search, and make their goals more specific. The new hypotheses were based

on social and emotional effects of residential programs, effects of
residential programs, effects of program structure on morale and vocational
commitment, the apparent brevity of program impacts, and the possibility

of having many ministers from a given system participate in the same
program.
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Margaret Mead. The Changing Cultural Patterns of Work and Leisure.
Manpower Administration (DOL), Washington, D.C. EDRS Order Number
ED 021 954, price in MF $0.25, HC $2.25. Paper delivered at the
Seminar on Manpower Policy and Program, Washington, D.C., February 16,
1966. 43p. January, 1967.

There exists today a series of discrepant ideas about the problem of
work and leisure. Society in general feels that the wrong people will have
the new leisure, that the professional persons of the country are going to
work hard while those on the technical level will be less and is committed
to their jobs. The new leisure will go to the imperfectly educated
unmotivated part of the community which will "misuse" it. The idea that
each individual buys his way to food, shelter, education, and safety by
holding a job was characteristic of the industrial revolution. The idea
is no longer appropriate. A future problem will be how to devise a
system in which every individual has dignity and purpose in society and the
society has a rationale for distributing the results of its high produc-
tivity. A way must be devised to simultaneously talk about full employ-
ment for the present and plan for a different kind of society in the future.
The dichotomy between cork and leisure must be eliminated. There is needed
a new concept of participation in.society, participation meaning something
likecitizenship. A question-answer interchange between speaker and
audience is included.

Allen Menlo. Helping Communities Learn How to Help Each Other. Paper
presented at the National Seminar on Adult Education Research, Chicago,
February 11-13, 1968. EDRS Order Number ED 017 812, price MF $0.25,
HC $0.80. 14p. 1968. Also appeared in Letters to Schools, Vol. 20,
No. 4, March 1968, published by the University of Michigan, Bureau of
School Services.

A test was made of the theory that the relationship between a region of
communities would be more healthy and productive as the conditions of
inter-community acceptance, trust, interdependence, and coopc7ative-
ness increased. Terms of three to five leaders from each of 18 suburban
communities attended semi-monthly seminars, diagnosed changes needed to
gain citizen involvement, and planned strategies for change. Goals were
defined as a more adequate flow of information between communities, more
opportunities for training, and increased interest and participation of
citizens. An inter-community team was formed and assumed responsibility
for initiating movement toward the regional goals. It was found that
those citizens with a high level of participation in the project developed
more positive and optimistic perceptions of their own communities and
increased their readiness to work with citizens from other communities.

Harry L. Miller. Participation of Adults in Education: A Force-Field
Analysis. Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults,
1967.
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Gardner Murphy and Raymond G. Kuhlen. Psychological Needs of Adults.

Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1955.

Philip Olson. Worcester Center for Community Studies; Final Report.

November 1968. Worcester Center for Community Studies, Massachusetts,

9p. 1968.

The Worcester Center for Community Studies is a newly created consortium

of academic talent drawn from the local colleges and universities in

the Worcester area. It came into being in early 1967 and was given
impetus by the award of a grant from the Higher Education Facilities

Commission under Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The

major objectives of the Center have been to bring relevant talent,

particularly in the areas of social science -- located in Worcester and

directed toward solving community problems. The five major activities

undertaken during its first year and a half of existence are: the

director's activities; the Voluntarism Project; a housing conference;
a data center; and a neighborhood leadership training project.

Fred J. Peabody. An_Analysis of Critical Incidents for Recently Employed

Michi an Coo.erative Extension Agents with Im lications for Training.

Michigan State University, East Lansing. Available from University

Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106. Order Number

69-5928, price in microfilm $3.00, xerography $9.45. Ph.D.Thesis.

207p. 1968.

Using the critical incident method, this study sought to describe job re-

quirements perceived as critical by Michigan Cooperative Extension agents,

identify training needs and determine possible differences in training

needs and job requirements according to employment position and tenure.

The research involved collecting 444 written descriptions of effective

and ineffective job performance from 74 subjects in 23 small group

meetings. Incidents were classified by six functional areas. Functions,

in order of frequency, were teaching and communicating; organizing; con-

ducting programs; administration; program planning; and evaluation. Other

findings included the following: (1) agents of differing tenure reported

incidents with similar frequency in all categories except evaluation;

(2) the importance hierarchy consisted of organizing, conducting programs,

program planning, evaluation, teaching and communicating, and administra-

tion: (3) the difficulty hierarchy consisted of evaluation, organizing,

administration, program planning, teaching and communicating, and conduct-

ing programs; (4) home economists and agriculture and natural resource

agents stressed teaching and communicating, while Four-H youth agents

stressed organizing.

Preliminary Summary, Survey, October 1957. Washington:

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,

December 11, 1957. Dittoed.



Kenneth Earl Ripple. A Comparison of the Opinions of Adult Education

Leaders and Employment Service Specialists Reardin the Relationship

Adult Education Programs to Employment Needs in selected Urban Com-

munities. Michigan State University, East Lansing. Available from

University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Order Number 68-17,126, price in microfilm $3.00, xerography $10.15.

Ed.D.Thesis. 222p. 1968.

By investigating the opinions of 35 adult educators and 38 employment

service specialists, this study sought to determine how effectively

certain adult education programs in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and

Wisconsin are meeting the educational and job preparation needs of

individuals and communities, and to assess the relevance of adult educa-

tion objectives to participants' needs and interests. Individual struc-

tured interviews were used in which interviewees categorized each of

20 educational activities as either imperative, very desirable, desirable,

permissible, or undesirable. These were among the findings: (1) no

single activity was considered imperative by a majority of educators or

specialists; (2) while educators generally approved of all the activities,

priority was given to assuring adequate opportunity for continuing educa-

tion to all adults in the community; (3) the educators were reluctant to

be daring or innovative in planning effective job preparation programs;

(4) the adult educators did not seek the help of employment service

specialists in program planning; (5) guidance and counseling services

offered by adult educators to participants in education and training

programs were inadequate.

Sidney Rosenberg and Winthrop R. Adkins. A Design for Action Research

At Project Try. Final Report. Training Resources for Youth, Inc.,

Brooklyn, New York. EDRS Order Number ED 018 524, price MF $0.75, HC

$5.36. 132p. September 1967.

This report outlines a demonstration-research training program for 600

disadvantaged 17-21-year-old out-of-school, unemployed or under-

employed males from the predominantly Negro Bedford-Stuyvesant

area of Brooklyn, New York. Funded jointly by the Office of Education,

the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the Department of Labor, the

program offers these youths trade training, life skills education,

recreation, and such special services as job placement and general

posttraining followup. The ideal racial composition of the program is

considered to be .70 percent Negro, 15 percent Caucasian, and 15 per-

cent Puerto Rican. Program personnel are drawn largely from the Bedford-

Stuyvesant community. In addition to the actual training of the youth,

the program seeks to develop a new curriculum and determine through com-

prehensive action research its effectiveness in producing positive

changes in trainees' attitudes and behavior. A multifaceted action re-

search design is described in detail and various operational problems in

conducting the research are discussed. A "life skills curriculum

model," which exemplifies an experience-centered approach to curriculum

development, is presented%in the appendix to the report.
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Duane Harry Sackett. A Descriptive Analysis of the Evening and Off-Campus
Population, Temple University Fail Semester, 1966-1967. Temple University,

Philadelphia, Penna. Available from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd.,

Ann ARbor, Michigan 48106. Order Number 68-9033, price in microfilm $3.00,

xerography $8.60. Ed.D.Thesis. 190p. 1967.

This study sought (1) to describe the total population (fall semester 1966-67)

of the evening and off-campus divisions of Temple University; (2) to

identify evening and off-campus students' educational needs, goals and

aspirations, university needs, and purposes relative to its evening division,

and the portion of nondegree evening and off-campus students for which the

College of Education has or should have basic responsibility; and (3) to

suggest for the College of Education an administrative structure better

suiting the needs of its evening and off-campus students. Two questionnaires

and the 1967 Middle States Report gave data on sex, age, residence, and other

student characteristics and variables. Based on the numerous findings and
conclusions, recommendations affecting evening and off-campus study were
made for a clear statement of policy; a specific set of rules and regulations;

maintenance of the existing vertical administrative relationships to day

college; fuller administrative provision for off-campus, ncndegree, and
College of Education students; arrangements for statistical reporting,
research, and evaluation; and systematic counseling and preadvisirg services.

Barbara H. Settles and Christine H. Hillman. "Younger Families in the

Rural Fringes," Journal of Cooperative Extension, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp.

35-42, Spring, 1969.

A study was made in 1964 of the family status, rural-urban orientation,

residence, housing and transportation situation, organizational participa-

tion, and friendship patterns of young families in a rural fringe areas of

greater Columbus, Ohio. Findings suggested several generalizations; (1)

these families are not much involved in formal organizations, and

those to which they do belong emphasize the locality and are hostile to
larger bureaucracies; (2) the families are tied to the urban center by

occupations, but many have rural or small town backgrounds and relatively
stable residential patterns; (3) they are involved with kinship patterns
and consider some of their relatives as friends; (4) backgrounds and

interests are highy diverse. Implications for Cooperative Extension out-

reach were noted.

Robert G. Smith, Jr. An Annotated Bibliography on the Determination of

Training Objectives. (Research Memorandum). George Washington University,

Washington. HumRRO. July 1964. 39p.

Annotated bibliography lists references alphabetically by author within

seven categories; general papers on training and the problem of determin-

ing objectives; systems analysis (human factors and other aspects); job

analysis (identification of component tasks); allocation of training

(choosing tasks to be taught, and appropriate levels of instruction);

task description; determination of knowledge and skills; and description

and specification of objectives.
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Samuel David Stellman. Ohio Senior Citizens Centers. Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus. Available from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. Order Number 63-6265, price in microfilm $3.00,
xerography $8.00. Ph.D.Thesis. 175p. 1963.

The study aims at combining the use of a comprehensive questionnaire,
staff interviews, and a literature review to discover information which
can be used to establish guidelines for senior citizens' centers. Many
centers have been initiated in communities because the need was obvious
and often urgent. However, the lack of sound financial planning caused
difficulty early in their developing stages. Financing of centers remains
a major concern throughout the state. At present, in spite of the large
number of aging people, there is still space in most centers for additional
members. Most center members today are people in the lower income cate-
gories of the aging population, widowed, over 70 years of age, who have
little education; the more affluent and "younger" aging do not use the
senior citizens' centers to any great extent. The personnel operating
these centers lack expertise in catering to their clientele and have been
unable to interest their participants in adult education courses. However,
recreational activities continue to be popular with those who attend.

Training Program for Louisiana Correctional, Probation and Parole Person-
nel: A Study of Present and Future Needs. Final Report. Louisiana State
Department of Corrections; United States Dept. of Justice, Washington, D.C.,
Office of Law Enforcement Assistance.EDRS Order Number ED 028 351, price
MF $0.50, HC $5.20. 102p. January 1969.

Training needs of probation and parole offi-ers and personnel in penal
institutions of Louisiana were determined by surveys of personnel back-
ground, education, age, experience, and expressed needs, in order to
determine subject matter and potential enrollment of inservice classes.
Questionnaires collected information from 53 probation and parole officers
which resulted in a one week school involving 27 officers. The curriculum
included human behavior and personality disorders, investigations, inter-
viewing, counseling, case analysis, techniques of arrest, interagency
cooperation and community resources, leadership, court relationship, nar-
cotics, and out of state problems. The survey of penal institutions re-
sulted in a one week pilot school for 26 correctional officers and super-
visors in studies of personnel management, principles of supervision,
communications, theories of crime, legal issues, drugs, counseling and
management, human relations, public relations, personality disorders, and
the custodial process. On the basis of attendee evaluation, both schools
were successful in changing attitudes for better work performance. Ques-
tionnaires, class schedules, course descriptions, and statistical data
are included.

Use of Job and Task Analysis in Training. Presented at Headquarters,
U,S. Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia, October 1968.
George Washington University, Alexandria, Virginia. HumRRO.
Available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151, order Number AD-688-810, price
MF $0.65, HC $3.00. 44p. January 1969.
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Eric W. Vetter. Manpower Planning for High Talent Personnel. Available

from the Bureau of Industrial Relations, The University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Michigan 48104. Price $8.00. 115p. 1967.

Written primarily for organizations beginning their manpower management
effort this book focuses on analytical approaches to studying the managerial

manpow r situation in a specific organization. Chapters 1 and 2 develop the

nature, need, and process of manpower planning and include a schematic

overview of the entire process. Chapter 3 describes programs which help

the organization meet difficult situations, based on interviews with man-

power managers. Chapter 4 involves an analysis of inventory and forecast

data to identify potential manpower problems. In chapters 5 and 6, how to

measure labor productivity and to use the information in manpower'

forecasting are discussed. Chapter 7 relates the manpower forecast to other

economic forecasts of business organizations. In chapter 8 fundamental ideas

of control and evaluation and indications of the role of control in manpower

planning are presented. Chapter 9 examines the role of the manpower

planner.

Vocational Technical Education 1968. A Summary Report of a Study of the

EFFECT of the Area Vocational Technical Schools in the State of Minnesota.

Minnesota Research Coordinating Unit in Occupational Education, Minneapolis.

EDRS Order Number ED 025 048, price MF $0.50, HC $3.80. 74p. July 1968.

Increased p assures for added area vocational-technical schools in Minnesota

led to this study with objectives of determing: (1) present and future

employment needs, (2) geographic distribution of schools, (3) utilization

of school facilities, (4) present and projected enrollment of students,

(5) student characteristics, (6) projected facility needs, (7) projected

cost of adequate buildings, equipment, and maintenance, and (8) staff

needs and qualifications. The historical background, mission and goals,

occupational information and employment needs, vocational-technical

school districts, enrollment and student characteristics, utilization,

and staffing were examined in the development of recommendations and

implications for the future. Some major recommendations were that: (1)

the department of education establish criteria for school accreditation,

(2) course offerings be expanded in all operating area vocational- technical

schools, (3) a communication system be established among area vocational-

technical schools and schools offering baccalaureate programs, (4) a

detailed system for follow-up of graduates be initiated, (5) a single

file of information be developed showing occupational training being

offered in the state, and (6) classes and employment be scheduled to pro-

vide for a more efficient use of educational facilities and student time.

Roland L. Warren. Studying Your Community. New York: Russell Sage

Foundation, 1955.

Sloan R. Wayland, Edmund deS. Brunner, and Wilbur C. Hallenbeck. Aids

to Community Analysis for the School Administrator. New York: Bureau

of Publications, Teachers College, 1956.
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Daisy Webster. The Need for Adult Education of Married Women in the Lower
Socio-Economic Levels in Vancouver. British Columbia University, Van-
couver. EDRS Order Number ED 026 569, price MF $0.50, HC $5.30. M.S.Thesis.

104p. May 1968.

A study was made of the educational needs of married women of lower
socioeconomic status in three widely divergent inner city areas of
Vancouver, British Columbia. Reasons for nonparticipation in adult
education were also sought. The majority of respondents in these areas
were married, aged 15-44, with one to four children. Most had gone
beyond Grade 8, but only 1/3 had completed high school. Most of the

past and present participants in continuing education were high school

graduates. Tuition fees, lack of child care facilities, transportation and

related costs, feelings of academic inadequacy, and (mainly among new
Canadians) fear of institutionalized programs were major reasons for non-
participation. A conflict of priorities appeared to exist between needs
perceived by resource personnel and needs perceived by the respondents
themselves. Resource persons stressed organizational objectives; most
of the women stressed education for future employment. Despite differing
priorities, both groups saw needs in the areas of cultural orientation,
family relationships, nutrition and home management, citizenship, and
employment. Program success requires that these married women share
in planning, and that their priorities be reflected in the curriculum.

Gary Dean Weede. Electronic Technician Personnel and Trainin: Needs of

Iowa Industries. Iowa State University of Science and Technology. Ames.

EDRS Order Number ED 020 314, price MF $0.25, HC $2.00. 38p. 1967.

The purpose of this study was to provide data for use in developing or
Improving electronic technology programs. A postal card questionnaire

was sent to 678 manufacturing and processing industries in Iowa employing

more than 50 persons and all electrical, electronic and precision instru-
ment manufacturers employing fewer than 50 persons. Data were compiled
from the main questionnaire, completed by 115 firms employing 99,045 persons,

and from interviews with representatives of the 11 industries employing 10

or more electronic technicians, the firms reported a need for 205 electronic
technicians by January 1, 1968 and 544 by 1972. Although a definite need

was indicated, it varied with the size of industry, product manufactured

and geographical location and was difficult to predict beyond one year.

The main source of technically trained electrical personnel was in-company

training programs. Questionnaire responses indicated that training is needed

in nine basic disciplines: mathematics, basic principles of physics, shop

operations and related information, technical drawing, A-C and D-C circuits

and machines, electronic components and circuits, use and repair of test

equipment, TV circuits, and data processing. It was felt that similar
studies should be conducted for electronic technicians in the communications

and computer servicing industries.

Leland Walter White. Vocational and Technical Educational Needs of the
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Adult and Out-of-School Youth in South Dakota. Texas A and M University,

College Station. Available from University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd.,

Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106. Order Number 67-267, price in microfilm

$3.00, xerography $8.00. Ed.D.Thesis. 171p. 1966.

The purposes of this study were to determine (1) if the present South

Dakota vocational education program was adequate, (2) what the 1970

projected needs of industry in South Dakota would be, (3) what broad

areas of training should be included in an adequate state program, and

(4) what was the most feasible plan for implementation of the program.

Data were gathered from three major sources: (1) the United States

1950 and 1960 Census, (2) official records of the United States Employ-

ment Security Office, Aberdeen, South Dakota, and (3) official records of

South Dakota Department of Public Instruction. Dispersion rates were

determined for both age and occupations for each census year. Conclusions

were: South Dakota provided vocational education i,,.. 5,321 persons in

1965, and projections indicated that by 1970 13,321 persons will require

vocational education; (2) six multi-county vocational schools should be

established and strategically placed to serve the state adequately; and

(3) the broad training areas required in South Dakota were craftsmen,

clerical, sales, operatives, service and private household. Included

in the appendixes are: the letters used, a representative two-year

business curriculum of South Dakota's institutions of higher learning,

and a bibliography.

Raymond Young. Citizens' Survey of Shiawassee-Clinton County, Vocational-

Technical Feasibility Study. Shiawassee-Clinton Area Vocational-Tech-

nical Study Commission. Michigan University, Ann Arbor, Bureau of School

Services. EDRS Order Number ED 018 606, price MF $0.75, HC $8.45.

167p. June 1966.

The needs for vocational-technical education in the Shiawassee-Clinton

area of Michigan were determined from questionnaire responses from 1,146

.eniors of 1965, 416 graduates of 1960, and 1962, 1034 parents of fifth

graders, and 250 business firms. Existing course offerings were determined

from course titles in area high schools. Analysis of data showed that

current vocational offerings were inadequate, that occupational education

was needed at the high school and post-high school levels, and that programs

were Deeded for: (1) service occupations, (2) nursing, (3) drafting and

design, (4) business administration and salesmanship, (5) secretarial-

clerical-office, (6) laboratory technology, (7) commercial art, (8) cosmet-

ology, (9) automative mechanics and technology, (10) agriculture, (11) elec-

trical and electronic technology, (12) trade apprenticeship training, (13)

law enforcement, (14) preprofessional and liberal arts, (15) mechanical
technology, (16) data processing, (17) medical technology, (18) welding and

machine shop, (19) general self-improvement and job upgrading, and (20) in-

dustrial technology and supervision. Recommendations concerned establishing

a community college area vocational technical center, authorizing a local

levy to finance the facility, locating the facility, and administering the

facility through an elected Board of Trustees.
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NOTE ON AVAILABILITY

Many documents listed in this booklet are available in one or more
reproduction forms -- microfilm, hard copy, microfiche. Hard copy is a

paper photo copy or facsimile of the original document. It has a paper

cover and is not hard bound. The print size if 70% of the original.
Microfiche is a reproduction on a 4x6 inch sheet of film with up to 70
images, each representing a page of the original document. The titles are

eye-readable, but a standard microfiche reader is required to enlarge the
images for reading purposes.

Please follow these instructions precisely when ordering:

Orders from EDRS

Only those documents identified with an "ED" number may be ordered from

EDRS. The following information should be furnished:

The ED number (title need not be given)
The type of reproduction desired -- microfiche or hard copy
The number of copies being ordered

Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $5.00. Add a handling

charge of 50 cents to all orders. Include applicable kcal state sales
tax or submit tax exemption certificate.

Send to: ERIC Document Reproduction Service
National Cash Register Company
4936 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Orders from CFSTI

Only those documents identified with an "AD" or "PB" number may be or-
dered from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation. The following information should be furnished:

The AD or PB number (title need not be given)
The type of reproduction desired -- microfiche or hard copy
The number of copies being ordered.

Payment must accompany all orders. 'Check or money order made payable to
the Clearinghouse is acceptable, but use of prepaid coupons available
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from the Clearinghouse are recommended for best service.

Send to: Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information
Springfield, Virginia 22151

Orders from GPO

Documents available from the Government Printing Office may be ordered

from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.Government Printing Office,

Washington, D. C. 20402. Order by title and number.

Orders from University Microfilms

Dissertations are available in 35mm positive microfilm and bound Xero-

graphic copies from University Microfilms. The following information

should be furnished:

Order Number
Author's last name and initials
The type of reproduction desired -- microfilm or

xerographic copy

Send to: University Microfilms
P.O.Box 1346
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

All other documents must be obtained from the .indicated original source.
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON ADULT EDUCATION

PUBLICATIONS

BASIC INFORMATION SOURCES

EDRS Order
Number

MF
Price

HC
Price

Adult Education Research, BIS-2 ED 018 704 $0.25 $0.30

Evening College Education, 1967, BIS71 ED 014 023 0.25 1.55

CURRENT INFORMATION SOURCES

Adult Basic Education, CIS-3 ED 014 024 0.25 1.25

Adult Basic Education, CIS-18 ED 018 745 0.25 2.30

Adult Basic Education, CIS-27 ED 035 777 0.50 4.55

Adult Education in Africa, CIS-12 ED 019 565 0.25 1.05

Adult Education in Asia, Australia and
New Zealand, CIS-13 ED 018 705 0.25 1.80

Adult Learning Characteristics, CIS-21 ED 024 014 0.25 2.55

Community Education for Adults, CIS-2 ED 014 025 0.25 1.15

Community Education for Adults,.CIS-16 ED 016 175 0.25 1.50

Continuing Education for Women, CIS-22 ED 028 340 0.50 4.10

Continuing Education in the Professions, CIS.-4 ED 014 026 0.25 0.70

Continuing Education in the Professions, CIS-24 ED 033 250 0.50 5.10

Cooperative Extension, CIS-20 ED 024 002 0.50 3.30

Counseling and Personnel Services in Adult
Education, CIS-23 ED 029 234 0.25 2.65

Education for Aging, CIS-14 ED 019 564 0.25 1.10

Higher Adult Education, CIS-1 ED 014 031 0.25 1.40

Higher Adult Education, CIS-11 ED 016 928 0.25 1.50

Human Relations-Training and Research, CIS-10 ED 016 159 0.25 1.20

Management Development, CIS-5 ED 013 430 0.25 0.95

Management Development, CIS-17 ED 016 927 0.25 1.25

Management and Supervisory Development, CIS-26 ED 033 251 0.50 3.95

Methods and Techniques in Adult Training, CIS-7 ED 013 429 0.25 1.15

------_-
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PUBLICATIONS

CURRENT INFORMATION SOURCES (continued)

Occupational Training for Disadvantaged
fidults, CIS-29

Programmed Instruction in Adult Education, CIS-15

Programmed Instruction in Business and
Industry, CIS-28

Public School Adult Education, CIS-9

Public School Adult Education , CIS -19

Residential Adult Education, CIS-25

Television and Radio in Adult Education, CIS-6

Training of Adult Education Personnel, CIS-8

LITERATURE REVIEWS,

Adult Education and the Disadvantaged Adult,
by Darrel Anderson and John A. Niemi

Adult Education in Germany: Bibliography by
Armin L. Schadt

Cross Cultural Interaction Skills: A Digest

of Recent Training Literature, by
Roger DeCrow

The Mass Media in Adult Education: A Review
of Recent Literature, by John Ohliger

OTHER

Abstracts of Papers Presented to the National
Seminar on Adult Education Research, 1968

Abstracts of Papers Presented to the National
Seminar on Adult Education Research, 1969

Adult Education Informatton Services; Establish-
ment of a Prototype System for a National
Adult Education Library. Three Parts.

(Library of Continuing Education of
Syracuse University).

EDRS Order MF HC

Number Price Price

ED 036 676 $0.50 $5.55

ED 015 432 0.25 1.35

ED 035 789

ED 016 154

ED 023 992

ED 032 449

ED 014 032

ED 014 670

0.25 2.45

0.25 0.90

0.25 1.45

0.25 2.45

0.25 1.15

0.25 1.55

ED 029 160 0.50 5.65

ED 029 167 0.25 2.55

ED 029 159 0.50 4.00

ED 024 907 0.75 6.60

ED 024 001 0.25 1.60

ED 030 003 0.25 2.40

ED 020 489 1.75 20.95
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PUBLICATIONS

OTHER (continued)

Adult Education Periodical Holdings

A Model Information System for the Adult Education

Profession, by Roger DeCrow

Research and Investigations in Adult Education

(Summer, 1967 Issue of Adult Education).

Research and Investigation in Adult Education;

1968 Annual Register. (This document is

also available from the Adult Education

Association of the U.S.A., 1225 Nineteenth

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 for

$2.00).

Research and Investigation in Adult Education;

1969 Annual Register. (This document is

also available from the Adult Education

Association of the U.S.A 1225 Nineteenth

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C, 20036 for

$4.50).

Self Concept in Adult Participation; Conference

Report and Bibliography

EDRS Order MF HC

Number Price Price

ED 014 022 0.25 1.05

ED 015 412 0.25 1.25

ED 012 877 0.50 3.40

ED 023 993 0.50 4.60

ED 030 774 0.75 7.60

ED 006 332 0.50 3.60


